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Sleek, rigid German engineering 
at direct from the factory prices!
Why choose Kutchenhaus? As the largest retailer of quality German engineered 
kitchens in the UK, we deliver rigid pre-built luxury kitchens manufactured in 
Germany at direct from the factory prices. View your dream kitchen in the 
luxurious surroundings of the largest kitchen showrooms in the UK.

l Full installation service or supply only
l 12 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option
l Kitchens designed and built to order
l Free in-showroom design consultation
l Trade enquiries welcome

40%
OFF 

furniture

Buy Now -
Pay 2019
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Hello and welcome to 
this month’s edition of 
VisionBrentwood.

I’m writing this the day 
after the President of 
the European Commission 
Jean-Claude Juncker, 
and many others, spoke 
in support of the UK 

holding a second Brexit referendum. 
I voted to leave the EU and I think it wil l 
eventually be great for this country.
That’s my view and I’m entitled to it - just l ike 

the 48 per cent of people who voted to remain. If 
the Leave camp had lost I would have accepted it.
Calls for a second referendum are nonsense in my 

opinion. It’s l ike asking to keep playing a game of 
football until your side eventually wins.

I realise that’s a simplified view but let’s say a 
second referendum delivers a remain vote, does 

that mean people who voted Leave should start 
asking for yet another referendum? Madness.
The public exercised their democratic vote and 

the majority wanted to leave the EU. I believe 
that should be respected, just as much as I 

respect the views of those who want to remain.
We voted to leave so let’s get on with it.

In this month’s edition in local news, Brentwood 
mayor, council lor Wil l Russell , is set to take on the 
Brentwood Half Marathon, an Inbetweeners star is 
spotted directing a music video and the second phase 

of a council housing project is completed. 
I hope you enjoy this month’s magazine. 

  Nik

Editor’s 
notes...

Nik Alle
n,Edito
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A  
merican actress Meghan Markle already has a strong 
connection with Britain’s Royal Family – even before she 
walks down the aisle with Prince Harry.

 One of her ancestors Lord Hussey, 1st Baron Hussey 
of Sleaford, was executed by Henry VIII – Harry’s 14th great-
granduncle.

 He was beheaded on the orders of Henry after falling out of favour 
with the king.

Meghan is Sleaford’s relative 10 generations down the line.
 And on her wedding day, Meghan and Harry are expected to be 

given a royal title as a wedding present from the Queen.
 They are expected to be named as the Duke and Duchess of 

Sussex, which will give Meghan an HRH status.
 It is one of the few remaining dukedoms that is available.
Meghan, 36, will not formally be known as Princess Meghan 

because she is not of royal birth. However, she will become Her 
Royal Highness Princess Henry of Wales when she marries Harry, 
whose proper first name is Henry.

 Like Prince William’s wife Kate, Meghan will be known as a 
duchess and not a princess – unless a future decision is taken to 
upgrade their titles to that of princess.

 Harry’s mother, Diana, was widely known as Princess Diana, but 
that was never her formal title. She was the 
Princess of Wales by virtue of her 
eventual unsuccessful marriage 
to Charles, the Prince of Wales.

But it was largely the media 
who constantly referred to 
her as Princess Diana and 
by which she was known 
around the world.

 If Harry and Meghan 
have children they will 
have the titles of prince or 
princess, just like William 
and Kate’s two children 
Prince George and Princess 
Charlotte.

B
eautiful American actress Meghan Markle, who is 
marrying into one of the most famous families in 
the world, is now the only pupil at a unique school – learning how 
to be royal – before she walks down the aisle with Prince Harry 

in May 2018.
And the curriculum, coupled with her studies on that score, includes 

swotting up on information, which will get her through the UK citizenship 
test to make her a British subject, which takes three years. But Meghan, 
36, will also retain her US citizenship.

These are “exams” that Meghan just cannot fail and given her track 
record she looks certain to gain an honours degree in QAC – Queen and 
Country.

Meghan has already been learning a lot about the Royal Family from 
her fiancé Prince Harry, 33, and one lesson she will need to make sure 
she does not screw up is whom should she dip and bob to in the social 
minefield of curtseying.

Meghan will be expected to become swiftly au fait with who’s above, and 
who’s beneath, her and Harry. For his part, as guide and mentor, Harry will 
need to take her painstakingly through the protocol.

The Queen is a definite as is her sister-in-law The Duchess of Cambridge. 
But it is a no to Sophie, Countess of Wessex, as she too is a commoner. 
However the answer changes to yes if she is with her husband Prince 
Edward.

Princess Anne also gets a curtsey from Meghan, as she is the daughter of 
a sovereign, but not Zara Tindall, Anne’s daughter, or Peter Phillips.

Eugenie and Beatrice are a yes, unless Meghan walks into the room with 
Harry, then no because he is a higher rank.

Any royal prince also merits a curtsey.
The current rules on who curtseys to who come from a document drawn 

up by the Queen’s private secretary in 2005 and circulated among the 
family and courtiers only. Entitled ‘Precedence Of The Royal Family To Be 
Observed At Court’, its purpose was to clarify Camilla’s place in the firm 
following her marriage to Charles.

Applicants on the citizenship test must prove they have a good knowledge 
of English and life in the UK, with most required to sit a test costing £50, 
which covers British values, traditions, history and everyday life.

She has been warmly welcomed into the Royal Family and her first royal 
duty with Prince Harry in Nottingham shortly after the couple’s engagement was 
announced shows that Britain is already in the grips of Meghan mania.

Meghan has already announced she is giving up the vast amount of charity of work she 
has undertaken. But instead she will join William, Kate and Harry in the Heads Together 
mental health charity. She will also increase her charity work here in the UK and is expected 
to become patron of a number of organisations.

Learning  
to be Royal

Meghan’s 
Royal blood?  
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Brentwood Jewellers are delighted to offer:
l Fine Diamond Specialists l Unique Handmade Jewellery

l GIA Certificated Diamond Rings l Bespoke Wedding Rings

l Bespoke Engagement Rings l Finest Handmade Diamond Rings

l Exceptional Service & Craftsmanship

l IN-HOUSE WORKSHOP FOR ALL JEWELLERY REPAIRS AND REMODELLING 

www.brentwoodjewellers.com
Telephone 01277 227401  l  Email robert@brentwoodjewellers.com 

87 High Street Brentwood Essex CM14 4RR 

Banish loneliness with these hilarious – and sometimes insightful – questions and 
conversations you can have with your loyal virtual assistant Siri .

SAY 
WHAT?

GAGS AND RIDDLES

> Tell me a joke (keep asking for several different 
responses) 
> How much wood can a woodchuck chuck?
> Why did the chicken cross the road?
> Will pigs fly?’
> What does the fox say? 

FILM AND TELEVISION  
> Are you her? (referring to Joaquin Phoenix’s OS 
‘girlfriend’ in the film Her)
> Is Jon Snow dead? (Game of Thrones)
> Have you seen The Matrix?
> Hey Computer? (The LEGO Batman Movie)
> What is Inception about?
> Do you like Blade Runner?’

TECHNOLOGY 
> Windows or Mac?
> Do you follow the three laws of robotics?
> Which is the best phone?

> Do you like Pokémon Go?
> Hey, Alexa

EXISTENTIAL MUSINGS

> What is the meaning of life?
> What does Siri mean?
> How old are you?
> When is the world going to end?
> What is 0 divided by 0?

PURE ENTERTAINMENT 

> Can you sing? (ask repeatedly) 
> Can you beatbox?
> Will you go on a date with me?
> Do you have a girlfriend?
> What do you want for Christmas?
> What costume should I wear for Halloween?
> Why do you vibrate?
> What are you doing later?
> I’m drunk
> I’m naked

What came first: 

the chicken or 

the egg?

How do 

I look?
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Writer, broadcaster, curator and the undisputed king of European design – just who is 
Deyan Sudjic?

FUTURE 
DESIGNS
Early last year, London’s Design Museum moved from its old home in the historic riverside location of 

Shad Thames to a new, glossily minimalist four-storey building in Kensington. Within a few weeks of 
opening, the museum had attracted more than a quarter of a million visitors – more or less the same 

number the old building managed to pull in over the course of a year.
But the newfound success of the Design Museum isn’t just down to this shiny modernisation. Standing 

at the helm of the organisation for over a decade now has been writer and broadcaster Deyan Sudjic. And 
in that time, as well as releasing a hatful of academic books showcasing the length and breadth of the 
knowledge that has made him such a force in the world of design and architecture, Sudjic has taken the 

museum to new heights. 
The son of Yugoslavian communists has managed to more than 
keep pace with the capital’s fashionable design elite, all the while 
eschewing unnecessary pretentiousness. Having found his feet 
among the occasionally mismatched landmarks of London, Sudjic 
is determined to keep leading the way for British architecture and 
revolutionary design. Meanwhile, he has plenty to say about the way 

things are going.
“London is the nearest thing in Europe to Shanghai, the way 
the skyline has been utterly transformed, in a very heedless, 

mindless way,” he told The Guardian last year. “It seems very 
curious that all the things that we took for granted as a terrible 
idea 25 years ago – like building skyscrapers in the middle 
of London – are suddenly seen as entirely normal. I think 
there are some buildings that do a lot of damage. No one, 
even its architect, seems to like the walkie-talkie. There are 
areas around Battersea Power Station that, when they’re 
completed, the reaction’s going to be shock.”
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
BASILDON 01268 531144

Call 0800 454 465 or go online now to arrange your FREE AT HOME CONSULTATION

Unit 3, Cranes Farm Rd, Basildon SS14 3JD

With 0% finance available over three years,
it’s never been more affordable to get more 

room for everything you love with Sliderobes. 
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Hanging wallpaper may seem simple, but with 
these tips and tricks you can fully ensure that 
every time you try, the end result is papered-over 

perfection.
Wallpaper is the easiest way to transform a room from 

bland to bold – but if you make mistakes, the end results 
can cause peeling or mismatching and will drive you up 
the wall.

Corners
Learning how to wallpaper corners is one of the trickiest 
parts of the process. The most important thing to avoid 
is making the mistake of trying to paper a corner with 
a single sheet. This will cause wrinkles and creases to 
develop quickly.

When you measure the wall, add an extra half-inch 
before you cut it and this excess paper will cover the 
corner. Then take a second sheet and paste it to the 
second wall, right inside the corner without overlapping. 
You’ll need to make a cut at the right angle between the 
ceiling and wall – make sure the paper is as smooth as 
possible and the cut is as close to the corner as you 
can make it.

Sockets and Fittings
It’s surprisingly easy to deal with electrical fittings and 
plug sockets when you’re wallpapering. Firstly, make 
sure the power is switched off in the room, then paper 
over the fitting using your main sheet of wallpaper. Next, 
take a dry brush and lightly brush over the fitting.

Use a pencil to mark the centre of the 
fitting before drawing a line from the centre 
to each of the corners. Pierce a hole in the 

centre of the paper and cut along the 
lines. You will be left with four flaps. 
Unscrew the fitting from the wall and 
guide the flaps into this space, then 
re-attach the fitting so the paper is 
behind it.

WALL TO
Wall
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Visit our London, Essex or Midlands showrooms to see 

and feel the quality. Call  to discuss your project and  

book a FREE, no-obligation design consultation

London 020 7118 8822

Essex 01277 212221

Midlands 0121 353 4999

ManuFactuRER oF LuxuRy bEspokE kitchEns

Broadway

www.bespokekitchensbybroadway.co.uk

You make have noticed the recent revival of sparse and functional furniture that has become what 
Lawrence Llewelyn Bowen might describe as “du jour”. And perhaps you’ve given no second 
thought to its origins – err, the olden days? But those ubiquitous wood-panelled kitchen cabinets 

with round knobs, those ladder-back chairs, and even those wicker baskets you’ve been using for storage, 
all derived from a rather surprising place. 

Founded in England in the 18th century, the Shakers were a break-off group from the Quakers (They 
were initially known as Shaking Quakers because of their ecstatic behaviour during worship services). At 
their peak in pre-Civil War America, there were around 6,000 believers, but despite 
these still relative conservative numbers, the Shakers have always been a source of 
fascination thanks to their lifelong vows of celibacy, female religious leadership, simple 
lifestyles, and furniture design.

Admirably unadorned, the Shakers preferred function over form, giving their 
designs a timeless and universal impression. This makes it easy to understand 
why the style has become so prevalent once again, for in a world where most 
things are popular for five minutes, Shaker design is essentially trend-proof. Also, 
as we live in smaller and smaller spaces, their innovations – such as 
hanging chairs on walls while they’re not being used and custom-
built storage – are now regarded as ingenious modern-day interior 
solutions. 

So if you fancy shaking it up, invest in a sturdy ladder-back 
chair, or wooden rocker, utilise your entry hallway with a storage 
bench and stylish peg rail, paint your old cabinets in a neutral grey 
or white palette, and get your hands on some proper handmade 
wicker baskets. In no time at all, you’ll be revelling in the simplicity 
and sense of practical peace you’ve created in your home (vow of 
celibacy not required).

Innovative, minimalist and timeless, it’s easy to see why Shaker design is still popular 
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Movers 
AND SHAKERS
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www.theradiatorgallery.com

Tel: 01277 233378
www.theradiatorgallery.com

ESTABLISHED 10 YEARS 
FREE PLANNING AND 

DESIGN CONSULTATION

5-7 Coptfold Rd, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4BN
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Kitchen sponge
Think your kitchen is clean? Think again. A recent study found that 
many kitchen sponges had more bacteria than the average toilet. 
This means that when you wipe all your kitchen counters with your 
trusty sponge, you’re essentially swearing a neat layer of bacteria 
all over the kitchen. The solution? Either boil your sponges, or 
replace them regularly. 

Toothbrush holder
Ever thought about how your toothbrush holder is right by your 
toilet? Now factor in that every time you flush the toilet it sprays an 
aerosol of faecal bacterial up to an impressive six feet. Now wash 
your holder weekly with soap and hot water. 
 
Pet bowl
Poor poochie may have been drinking out of a veritable germ 
pond if his bowl has not been cleaned for a while. Studies have 
found bowls containing mould, yeast and coliform bacteria, so 
significantly improve your mutt’s dining habits, and possibly the 
taste of his water, by banging the bowl in the dishwasher once a 
week. 

Phones and tablets
They may be a brilliant innovation, but the constant tap tapping 
of sticky fingers on tablets and smartphones can foster a lively 
playground of pathogens. In fact, so insidious are these bacteria, 
that studies have shown devices harbouring everything from E. coli 
to salmonella, and some even had more bacteria than an average 
toilet seat; so wash your hands and wipe down your devices. 

Coffee makers
The dark and damp water chambers of your coffee machine make 

a lovely home for microorganisms, which is why it’s worth 
filling the reservoir with vinegar, which you can leave 

for around 30 minutes before running through. 
Be sure to brew a couple of lots of water before 
drinking though, as vinegar-flavoured coffee is 
almost as nauseating as the bugs that were 
there in the first place. 

The real truth about where the worst bacteria lingers in your home 
- hint: it’s not your toilet.

HOME INVASION
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LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

Former patient fundraises 
for haematology day unit
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A former patient at Basildon University Hospital 
had an emotional reunion with the staff who 

cared for her on the haematology day unit as she 
handed over a cheque for nearly £8,000. 

Sarah Day, from Brentwood, finished treatment for 
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma in January 2017 but knew 
she wanted to do something to say thank you to the 
staff who had cared for her during treatment. 

She raised £7,987 by holding a series of fundraising 
events including a coffee morning, a quiz night and 
a charity ball. Two of Sarah’s friends also ran the 
Brentwood Half Marathon to help raise funds for the 
unit. 

Sarah said: “I had amazing care while I was here 

and walking back onto the unit today and seeing the 
faces of the staff who cared for me has been really 
emotional.

“I don’t mind what the money gets spent on as the 
staff know best, but I hope it helps them and helps 
the other patients who are treated on the unit.

“I would just like to say a huge thank you to every 
single person who has supported me, donated 
money, auction prizes and their time. People have 
been so generous and I couldn’t have done it without 
them.”

As well as coming in to hand over the cheque and 
say thank you, Sarah was also able to ring the end 
of treatment bell. Web: www.flooringemporiumltd.co.uk Email: flooringemporium@outlook.com

140 Hutton Road, Shenfield, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8NL

FLOORING  EMPORIUM  LTD
Carpet  .  Solid Wood  .  Vinyl  .  Design Flooring  .  Laminate

Call us on
01277 211 822

QUALITY FLOORING…
         AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

FLOORING SALE
SALES END THIS MONTH – HURRY!

“Absolutely First Class! From start to finish an 
excellent service and we are so happy with 

our new laminate flooring”, F. Faiers
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Brentwood Mayor, councillor Will Russell, will be taking on the 
Brentwood Half Marathon this year. 

The half marathon, organised by Brentwood a Becket Rotary Club, 
received an incredible response from individuals wanting to take part. 

The 13-mile event takes place on March 18 and starts and 
concludes at Sawyers Hall Lane. Big crowds are expected to 
support those taking part, helping to raise money for charity. 

Usually the mayor would be at the start line to set people off, but 
this year cllr Russell will be taking part. 

He will be raising money for his chosen charity The Mayor’s 
Community Trust Fund, which gives grants to small local charities 
and funds individual cases of needs.

He will also be raising awareness for Atrial Fibrillation (AF) – a heart 
condition that he lives with himself. 

Cllr Russell said: “AF is quite a common condition although less 
common in someone of my age. 

“It is a little worrying knowing that long distance running is not 
recommended if you have this condition. However, there are risks 
associated with skydiving and that didn’t stop our past mayor Ann 
Coe in her efforts to raise money for her chosen charities. 

“I would much rather keep my feet on the ground. Of course, I am 
hoping to raise as much funds for my charity in the process.”

There are still places available to enter the event. Those wishing 
to take part can enter via the Brentwood a Becket Half Marathon 
website www.brentwoodhalf.org
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At Tec-Lifestyle we offer interior solutions for the most  
important rooms in your home.

Whether it’s your kitchen, bathroom, bedroom or living area’s we take  
pride in providing our customers with all products to create their desired look

Tec-Lifestyle  |  Wycke Hill Business Park  |  Maldon  |  Essex  |  CM9 6WH
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Mayor to take on Half Marathon

Officers reunite lost dog with owners
Two police officers from the Brentwood and Epping Forest Community Policing 

Team reunited a lost dog with his grateful owners recently. 
PC Karen West and SC Lee Whitman were patrolling Epping Forest on January 13 

when they spotted a dog running around. 
With no owner in sight, the pair approached the dog cautiously but he ran off. The 

officers gave chase but they couldn’t catch up with the dog.
Karen checked the website www.doglost.co.uk to see if anyone had posted about 

the dog.
She found a dog that matched the description, a three-year-old Bedlington terrier 

whippet cross called Bertie, and the pair called the owners to state that they’d 
spotted him.

His owners, Alan and Iwona were overjoyed to receive the call. Bertie had been 
chasing squirrels during a walk earlier that day and after hours spent searching for 
him, they’d almost given up hope.

Alan met the officers at the park where he had been spotted and called out for 
Bertie. Moments later, he appeared and rushed towards his dad who greeted him 
with open arms.

After giving Bertie a fuss, Alan thanked Karen and Lee for taking the time to contact 
him and for remaining in the area to better the chances of reuniting the dog.

Iwona has since got in touch with Essex Police to thank Karen and Lee. 
She said: “We are extremely grateful and will never forget the day we got Bertie 

back, he’s the baby of the family.”
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Unit 15 Cockridden Farm Industrial Estate, Brentwood Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3LH 
 

Telephone: 01277 810005 Fax: 01277 810027 
E-mail: t-p-s-l@btconnect.com 

Website: www.timminspsl.co.uk 

Company Registration No 7489919    Vat No 105 1563 52 
Registered Office: Friend Boyden & Co 

16 Herongate Trading Estate, Paycocke Road, Basildon, Essex SS14 3EU 

Thank you for asking us to carry out the work detailed in our attached invoice.  We hope you are pleased 
with the completed work and please do not hesitate to contact us if you any have problems at all.  We will 
do our best to deal with all your enquiries. 
 
Did you know we are able to offer a very wide range of services?  These include: 
 

Gas Safe Registered 
NICEIC Approved Contractor & Domestic Installer 

  
Plumbing: 

 Boiler servicing & landlord reports 
 New boilers / repairs 
 Bathrooms & kitchens 
 Drainage works 
 Powerflushing  

 
   
   Electrical: 

 All aspects of domestic, commercial and industrial electrical 
            works 

 Security systems and alarms 
 Replacement consumer units 
 Periodic inspections and testing 
 Full rewires, PAT testing and fault finding 

 
Roofing: 

 Moss removal from all types of roofs 
 Gutter repairs / replacements / cleaning 
 Valley and chimney re-pointing / repairs 
 Replacement roof tiles  

 
  

  
   Building: 

 Decorating / Painting 
 Plastering / Rendering 
 Wall re-pointing / repairs 

 
 

The above list is not exhaustive. If you would like further information, please call us. 
 

FREE ESTIMATES WITH NO OBLIGATION 

From the 
smallest job 
to the largest 

high profile project

FREE 
ESTIMATES

 WITH NO 

OBLIGATION

www.timminspsl.co.uk 
Tel: 01277 810005 | Email: t-p-s-l@btconnect.com

PLUMBING
l Boiler servicing & landlord reports
l New boilers / repairs
l Bathrooms & kitchens
l Drainage works
l Powerflushing
ELECTRICAL
l  All aspects of domestic, commercial and 

light industrial electrical works
l Security systems and alarms
l Replacement consumer units
l Periodic inspections and testing
l Full rewires, PAT testing and fault finding
ROOFING
l  All aspects of roofing / flat roof works / 

lead works
l Gutter repairs / replacements / cleaning
l Valley and chimney re-pointing / repairs
l Replacement roof tiles
BUILDING
l Decorating / Painting
l Plastering / Rendering
l Wall re-pointing / repairs

Unit 15, Cockridden Farm Estate Brentwood Road Herongate Brentwood CM13 3LH

Gas Safe Registered
NICEIC Approved Contractor & Domestic Installer

Please contact us for further information on all our services

Locally based company in Brentwood, 
with over 25 years experience. 
Our range of services include:

01

277 810005
01277 81000
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PLEASE QUOTE CODE: AD05

www.brightandbeautifulhome.com/brentwood

01277 287 503

Why you don’t have to feel guilty 
about having a cleaner
Did you know that one in three of us in the UK 

now employ some kind of help in the home? But 
in spite of this trend, there is something inherently 
British that makes us feel guilty about asking 
someone else to care and clean for our home.

Tarine and her Bright & Beautiful team keep the 
homes of Brentwood clean and sparkling and has 
seen her client numbers grow as our work and home 
lives get ever busier.

Did you know that a professional cleaning service 
like Bright & Beautiful could add value to and 
protect your home too? We know just how to keep 
your bathroom gleaming and your skirting boards 
spotless, all of which can help you to maintain the 
value of your home. 

All our Bright & Beautiful housekeepers have full 
employment rights, flexible hours, holidays and sick 
pay and they’re also fully DBS checked and insured 
for your security.

BRIGHT&BEAUTIFUL

To ditch the guilt and find out more about 
how Bright & Beautiful can help you at  
www.brightandbeautifulhome.com/
brentwood or 01277 287 503.
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The Inbetweeners star spotted 
directing music video

The Inbetweeners star James Buckley was spotted filming a music 
video in Brentwood recently. 

He was directing the latest music video for Death of Guitar Pop and 
was seen outside the JobCentre and Eagle and Child pub. 

Buckley tweeted his fans telling them of his whereabouts and 
encouraging them to go to the JobCentre for a chance to appear in 
the music video. 

He wrote: “Not exactly sure when, but I’ll be in Brentwood today near 
the station and I’m making a music video for @dogpska if you want to 
be in it, that would be really helpful. If you’re in the Brentwood area? 
Just need you to stand outside the job centre ... not really selling this.” 

After a day of filming, Death of Guitar Pop posted on Facebook 
saying: “Great day shooting with our old pal, the bafta award-winning, 
original bus w***** himself James Buckley for our next video “Welcome 
Back” ! Watch this space for release.” 

Buckley rose to fame after starring in The Inbetweeners which first 
came to our TV screens in 2008. 

ON PATROL WITH...       THE PASTORS

Street Pastors in Billericay and Brentwood 
are continuing to serve their communities by 

being on the streets on their towns on Friday and 
Saturday nights just looking out for anyone who is 
or maybe becomes vulnerable. This can happen 
in a variety of ways and although sometimes it’s 
down to life choices it isn’t always. We spend a lot 
of time listening to people who are going through 
bad situations involving family life, work, finance and 
health. Although we don’t take on our own clients, as 
we are not counsellors, we do signpost anyone who 
wants to receive further help on to specialist groups 
who are also ready to help.

During 2018 we will be launching new initiatives in 
other towns that don’t have Street Pastors and we 
are also launching new projects of School, Rail and 
Response Pastors. Through these additional projects 
we seek to help out on the railways, schools and also 
in communities where an incident has occurred that 
causes unrest or an unhappy emotion in that area. 
We will seek to deploy in our recognisable uniforms, 
in groups of three, to offer a listening ear, care and 

help to people that may be going through 
emotional stress due to death or injury or for 
some other form of trauma impacting them 
and their neighbours.

We are currently very busy organising our 
next training schedule for those new recruits 
to the various teams. We train in roles and 
responsibilities of a Street Pastor under 
the Charity Ascension Trust. We also train 
in first aid, safeguarding children, youth, education, 
good news, mental health, police, alcohol and drugs. 
This is to equip our volunteers to stay in touch with 
modern day culture. All Street Pastors are over 18, 
in attendance of their local Christian church for at 
least one year, DBS checked and willing to train and 
volunteer to go out late at night until 3am.

We are on social media on Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram or have various web pages if anyone wants 
to find out more about us or wants to volunteer. Why 
not follow us or email Billericay@Streetpastors.org.uk 
to organise a shadow patrol with one of our teams to 
find out for yourself what we do and why.
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Teddy’s - the heart of your home...
Family run business for over 13 years

Come & visit our showrooms at:  47a, 120a & 122a High Street, Ingatestone, Essex, CM4 0BA

Build
CompleteDesign

Solutions for your perfect home

01277 350 800

Call today for a 
FREE NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

www.teddysathome.co.uk

Free One 2 One Design & Consultation

Drawings & 3D visuals provided

Complete Renovation & Refurbishment

Full complete Project Management

All types of building work

Skilled, dependable workforce
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Teddy’s - the heart of your home...
Family run business for over 13 years

Come & visit our showrooms at:  47a, 120a & 122a High Street, Ingatestone, Essex, CM4 0BA

Build
CompleteDesign

Solutions for your perfect home

01277 350 800

Call today for a 
FREE NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

www.teddysathome.co.uk

Free One 2 One Design & Consultation

Drawings & 3D visuals provided

Complete Renovation & Refurbishment

Full complete Project Management

All types of building work

Skilled, dependable workforce

KITCHENS    •    BATHROOMS    •    BEDROOMS    •    EXTENSIONS

Come & visit our showrooms at:  47a, 120a & 122a High Street, Ingatestone, Essex, CM4 0BA
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Bring warmth 
and style to 
your homeModern design to traditional favourites

Visit our showroom which is open 7 days a week from 10:00 am to 
5:00 pm, with ample free parking for all of our customers.  

You can either call us on 01268 768844, or see a member of staff 
in store, and we can then make an appointment with you to survey 
your chimney to advise you of the best options available to you.

01268 768844 
www.phoenix-fireplaces.co.uk
sales@phoenix-fireplaces.com

Hawk Hill, Battlesbridge, Essex, SS11 7RJ 

www.alexburghart.org.uk

BURGHART for BRENTWOOD

Alex Burghart MP for Brentwood and Ongar

This magazine is packed with advertisements 
for goods and services provided by small 

businesses, many of whom are based in the 
Brentwood and Ongar area, or who are hoping 
to attract the attention of those of us living here.

Small businesses are usually working to tight 
margins, and a late or non-payment can have 
a huge effect on staffing and on the business’s 
ability to keep going. It’s a scandalous state of 
affairs when small businesses struggle to stay in 
business because of late payment and this is an 
issue which is of great concern to the government.

Changes have been made so that the Prompt 
Payment Code now promotes 30-day terms as 
standard with a 60-day maximum limit and unless 
signatories can prove exceptional circumstances 
for longer terms they will be removed from the 
Code.

I’m pleased the likes of Brentwood Borough 
Council has ensured its standard payment terms 
are 30 days from receipt of invoice, while invoices 
from suppliers within the borough are paid within 
20 days.

New rules have also been introduced to 
force the UK’s largest companies to publish 
their payment terms giving businesses 
league tables of late payment performance 
to identify companies with the best record. 
This will put pressure on large companies 
to improve payment practices and deal 
with payments more efficiently while giving 
suppliers the information they need to negotiate 
fair contract terms. The introduction of Small 
Business Commissioners will also help handle 
disputes with larger businesses over issues like 
late payment.

With the recent news that Carillion, which holds 
contracts for 450 projects nationwide, including 
the building and maintenance of hospitals, 
prisons, defence sites and the construction of 
HS2, has gone into liquidation, I am all too aware 
that small businesses in Brentwood and Ongar 
may have been affected and am anxious to 
hear from any local companies which have been 
impacted. As always you can contact me at www.
alexburghart.org.uk
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An artist impression of the current renovation works which 
are being taken out on Brentwood Borough Council
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Showjumper Claudia in 
sizzling form

Brentwood School’s Claudia Moore was in sizzling 
form winning the Charles Britton Equestrian 

Construction Winter JA Classic Qualifier at South 
View Equestrian Centre recently.

The hotly contested qualifier, held in Cheshire, was 
part of the 148cm Pony Premier Show. Claudia, a 
second year pupil, topped the leader board.

From a strong field of 29 competitors, 13-year-
old Claudia took the win on board 14-year-old bay 
gelding and Liverpool International winner, Elando 
Van De Roshoeve. With just five through to the 
final round, Claudia tactically produced an accurate 
round to secure the sole treble clear of the class in 
43.69 seconds.

The Championship will be held during the British 
Masters International Horse Show between June 29 
and July 1.

She followed up this success with wins on two 
other ponies, Deflip and Shamrock Du Gite, in 
the Winter JC qualifier for the Royal International 
Horse Show, Hickstead. She then went on to gain 
qualification for the Charles Britton Winter Final at 
the Charles Stanley International in July this year 
with a very creditable second place with Shamrock.

Claudia has now qualified with both Elando and 
Shamrock for the Charles Stanley International 
which is a trial event for selection for this year’s Pony 
European Championship Team.   

Her super run of form means Claudia now has four 
ponies qualified for various finals, with only one pony 
‘Bugsy’ left to qualify.

Man dies in hospital 
following collision
A man who was injured following a collision in 

Hutton, Brentwood has died in hospital. 
The crash happened in Rayleigh Road near to the 

junction of Claughton Way at around 7.10pm on 
Thursday, January 4 and involved a Peugeot 2008 

and a pedestrian. 
The pedestrian, a 34-year-old man, suffered 

serious head injuries and was taken to hospital for 
treatment but sadly died. 

A 34-year-old man from Hutton was arrested in 
connection with the collision and has since been 
released under investigation.

Essex Police are appealing for anyone who 
witnessed the collision or who has dash cam 
footage at around the time of the incident to come 
forward. 

If you have any information, please call PC Natacha 
Brown at the Serious Collision Investigation Unit on 
101 quoting incident 949 of 04/01 or email collision.
appeal@essex.pnn.police.uk

Alternatively you can contact Crimestoppers 
anonymously on 0800 555 111.

 

Officers raise awareness for 
domestic abuse charity
Student officers will be shining boots for 18 weeks 

to raise awareness for a domestic abuse charity.
Intake C1 is looking to raise £1,000 for Changing 

Pathways, a charity providing support to victims in 
Basildon, Brentwood, Castle Point, Rochford and 
Thurrock.

The shoe shining challenge forms part of the day-
to-day duties of a police officer.

Chief Superintendent Sean O’Callaghan, head 
of learning and development, said: “While many 
aspects of policing are changing, some of the old 
traditions still remain in place and are at the very 
heart of our police force.

“The recruits we train through our college have 
been model candidates, adopting our policies and 
showing great professionalism and heroism on our 
streets.

“I wish our new recruits every success during their 
fundraising appeal and I’m sure there will be plenty 
of officers queueing outside their door to have their 
boots shined.”

To donate, viisit uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Team/
CharlieOne
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Family-run business with 
over 20 years of experience. 

Trading Standards  
Approved Aerial Installer. 

Quality Workmanship 
At Sensible Prices. 

digitatlYI" 
Approved Member 

Andys Aerials 
Essex CM4 Your local aerial installer 

• New aerial & satellite installations
• Aerial & satellite repairs
• Extra TV points
• TV wall mounting
• System design & install
• Freesat & YouView installations

Freephone: 0800 77 97 047 
Mobile: 07916 305 977 
Mobile Local Rate: 0 333 900 333 2 
Email: andy@andysaerials.com 

www.andysaerials.com 
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Established for over a 
decade Cloudy2Clear 
windows have become 
a leading company 
for glass replacement.  
Issues with double 
glazing can often be 
gradual and may only 
be noticed during a 
clear sunny day or 
during the winter. A 
failed glass unit may 
no longer provide you 
with the protection 
you need or be energy 
efficient. Why not 
spend a few minutes 
checking your home 
to see if you have any 
failed double glazing?  
If you act now you can 
avoid these problems.
   Now, you may think 
you need to replace the 

whole window including 
the frames and all the 
hardware, however 
Cloudy2Clear have come 
up with a simple and 
cost saving solution… 
Just replace the glass!!
   If you see 
condensation in your 
windows just visit our 
website or give us a call 
on 0800 61 21 118.  We 
will send out our highly 
experienced engineers 
for a free no obligation 
quote. A Cloudy2Clear 
quote takes on average 
no longer than 20 
minutes. Once the 
quote is completed, 
we will sit down with 
you and explain the 
problem and tell you 
how we can fix it.  With 

years of experience 
Cloudy2Clear have a 
wealth of knowledge 
and are recognised 
as a Which Trusted 
Trader, plus our 
work is backed by 
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25 year guarantee.  
Cloudy2Clear also 
replace faulty locks 
handles and hinges on 
all windows and doors.
   Your friendly local 
Cloudy2Clear specialist 
is Chris Miller and he 
services the Chelmsford, 
Brentwood & Basildon 
areas.
   So, if your windows 
are steamed up, broken 
or damaged give Chris a 
call for a free quotation 
on 0800 61 21 118.

Cloudy2Clear 
GUARANTEE All 
Customers That An 
Average Quote Will 
Take No Longer 
Than 20 MINS!!!

Cloudy2Clear Windows...
Service With A Smile!

Has Your Double 
Glazing Steamed Up?
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Brentwood has been put on the map after the 
Elizabeth Line was added to the Tube map 

recently. 
The line has been given a distinct purple to stand 

out from other lines. 
The start of the Elizabeth Line services will begin to 

operate in December 2018 including Paddington to 
Abbey Wood, Paddington to Heathrow (Terminals 2, 
3 and 4) and Liverpool Street to Shenfield. 

Fifteen trains per hour will run through the new 
tunnels, increasing to 24 trains per hour through the 
central section by May 2019.

The new stations and travel links are expected to 
boost the economy by £42billion overall and support 

thousands of new jobs and homes in London and the 
South East.

The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, said: “The new 
map being unveiled shows how the first phase of 
the Elizabeth Line will connect to key parts of the 
transport network in the heart of central London, 
substantially reducing congestion on other key Tube 
lines as London’s population grows.

“The huge progress made on the Elizabeth Line so 
far is testament to the hard work and expertise of the 
thousands of men and women who have worked on 
the project so far. When it opens next year, the line 
will improve the quality of life for millions of people for 
decades to come.” 

Town put on the map as 
Elizabeth Line is added 

Elderly women targeted by fake fraud detectives
Police are urging people in Brentwood to be vigilant 

following four incidents in south Essex where 
suspects posing as fraud detectives have attempted 
to con vulnerable people. 

Three reports were made on January 9 with elderly 
women in Leigh, Westcliff and Southend being 
contacted.

A final report was made on January 12 from an 
elderly woman in Benfleet. 

Investigating officer DS Rachel Jeffery said: “The 
suspects are preying on their elderly victims’ trust 

and respect for police officers in an attempt to con 
them out of hundreds, and in some cases thousands 
of pounds.

“Fortunately, in each case reported to us the victims 
were rightly suspicious and either told a relative, 
police or their banks.

“Remember we will never ask you for personal 
bank details on the phone or ask you to withdraw any 
sums of cash.

“We would talk to you in person if we were 
concerned about anything suspicious.”

P
hoto credit: Transport for London
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Mineral felt generally has a slow breakdown often 
allowing water ingress to cause unnecessary 
damage before anything can be visibly detected 
within the home.

A failing roof & the warning signs – look for signs 
of cracking around the roof edge, pipes, upstands 
and roof lights etc. Beware of blisters on the roof 
surface, during colder months they can become 
brittle and crack. Felt will attract moss and algae 
further degrading the roof surface.

IMPORTANT – ALL  PROPERTY 
OWNERS PLEASE BE AWARE 

When a flat roof is replaced there are Part L 
Building Regulations that the homeowner and the 
contractor must comply with. Please call for free 
information regarding the Part L Law. The home-
owner should also be made aware that insurance 
companies will no longer accept any liability for 
any external or internal damage caused by a leaking 
flat roof which is over 10 years old.

In 1999, High-Tech Roofi ng first introduced 
the most advanced flat roof technology to the 
homeowner. Protan, based in Norway, has a 
pedigree in the design and manufacture of water 
– proofing materials dating back to 1939, and 
producing the first roofing membrane in 1971.  
Protan is our preferred PVC single-ply flat roofing 
system and will cope with all climates, millions of 
square meters are installed here and abroad with a 
proven track record stretching over four decades. 
Protan is predominantly an architect-specified 
roofing system, winning many awards serving the 
very competitive commercial sector.

Around 70% of homes 
in the UK incorporate a 
mineral felt fl at roof. 

Mineral felt generally has a slow 
breakdown often allowing water 
ingress to cause unnecessary 
damage before anything can 
be visibly detected within 
the home.

A failing roof & the warning 
signs - Look for signs of 
cracking around the roof edge, 
pipes, upstands and roof lights 
etc. Beware of blisters on the roof 
surface, during colder months 
they can become brittle and crack. 
Felt will attract moss and algae 
further degrading the roof surface.

IMPORTANT: - ALL  
PROPERTY OWNERS 
PLEASE BE AWARE 

When a fl at roof is replaced there 
are Part L Building Regulations 
that the homeowner and the 
contractor must comply with. 
Please call for free information 
regarding the Part L Law. 
The home-owner should 
also be made aware that 
insurance companies will no 
longer accept any liability 
for any external or internal 
damage caused by a leaking fl at 
roof which is over 10 years old.

In 1999, High-Tech Roofi ng fi rst 
introduced the most advanced 
fl at roof technology to the 

homeowner.  Protan, based in 
Norway, has a pedigree in 
the design and manufacture 
of water - proofi ng materials 
dating back to 1939, and 
producing the fi rst roofi ng 
membrane in 1971.  Protan is 
our preferred PVC single-ply 
fl at roofi ng system and will 
cope with all climates, millions 
of square meters are installed 
here and abroad with a proven 
track record stretching over 
four decades. Protan is 
predominantly an architect-
specifi ed roofi ng system, 
winning many awards serving 
the very competitive commercial 
sector.

A High-Tech roof is 
dimensionally stable and 
solar refl ective, the material is 
unaffected by climate change 
and 100% resistant to moss & 

algae growth. The membrane 
has a unique anti-slip fi nish 
allowing the roof to be walked 
on and is aesthetically pleasing. 
As it is vapour permeable 
product it will never blister 
or become brittle and crack. 
High-Tech will create a 100% 
storm resistant watertight 
roof, maintenance free and 
guaranteed for life never 
to leak.
 

Let there be 
natural light

Many of our clients are requesting 
skylights and roof lanterns to 
be installed in conjunction with 
our roofi ng system. We offer a 
huge range of style and are all 
made to measure complementing 
any home. 

High-Tech will carry out all 
structural works along with 
all external and internal 
fi nishing works. High-Tech 
can turn an extension or an 
ageing conservatory into a 
stunning thermally effi cient 
orangery compliant with 
Building Regulation.     

Flat Roofing Guaranteed for Life
Advertorial

The Problem

The Solution

Flat Roofing 
Guaranteed for Life

The Definitive  High-Tech 
Flat Roofing Solution

Brochure and free 
sample available on request

High-Tech Roofi ng has now installed and 
guaranteed more than 9000 domestic projects 
– every roof we install comes complete with a 
LIFETIME guarantee, we give the homeowner 
absolute peace of mind.

Less roof, more sky. Roof 
lanterns supplied and fi tted

 100% resistant to algae & moss
 Free of stone chipping’s
 Manufactured never to blister or crack
 100% maintenance free
 Proven in all climates 

 Durable enough to be walked on
 Designed with a unique anti-slip fi nish
 Storm resistant
 Installed never to leak
 Aesthetically pleasing

We guarantee our roofs are...

A complete roof transformation 
and insulated as to regulation

LIFETIME guarantee, we give the homeowner 
absolute peace of mind.

A complete roof transformation 

Lifetime 

Guarantee 

Approved

Interest 
Free Credit 
Available*

Call: 01708 871489
For a Free Quotation

www.fl atroofs.net
*T&Cs apply. Finance subject to status. Example:- borrow £2000.00 pay £2000.00 one year later with no added charges. If required the loan

amount of £2000.00 can be paid over a further 60 months at £38.72 per month 4.49% APR, total amount payable £2,323.20.

Head Offi ce: Linden House, 30 Linden Road, Benfl eet, Essex SS7 4BA

We will permanently fi x any 
fl at roof problem for life
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dating back to 1939, and 
producing the fi rst roofi ng 
membrane in 1971.  Protan is 
our preferred PVC single-ply 
fl at roofi ng system and will 
cope with all climates, millions 
of square meters are installed 
here and abroad with a proven 
track record stretching over 
four decades. Protan is 
predominantly an architect-
specifi ed roofi ng system, 
winning many awards serving 
the very competitive commercial 
sector.

A High-Tech roof is 
dimensionally stable and 
solar refl ective, the material is 
unaffected by climate change 
and 100% resistant to moss & 

algae growth. The membrane 
has a unique anti-slip fi nish 
allowing the roof to be walked 
on and is aesthetically pleasing. 
As it is vapour permeable 
product it will never blister 
or become brittle and crack. 
High-Tech will create a 100% 
storm resistant watertight 
roof, maintenance free and 
guaranteed for life never 
to leak.
 

Let there be 
natural light

Many of our clients are requesting 
skylights and roof lanterns to 
be installed in conjunction with 
our roofi ng system. We offer a 
huge range of style and are all 
made to measure complementing 
any home. 

High-Tech will carry out all 
structural works along with 
all external and internal 
fi nishing works. High-Tech 
can turn an extension or an 
ageing conservatory into a 
stunning thermally effi cient 
orangery compliant with 
Building Regulation.     

Flat Roofing Guaranteed for Life
Advertorial

The Problem

The Solution

Flat Roofing 
Guaranteed for Life

The Definitive  High-Tech 
Flat Roofing Solution

Brochure and free 
sample available on request

High-Tech Roofi ng has now installed and 
guaranteed more than 9000 domestic projects 
– every roof we install comes complete with a 
LIFETIME guarantee, we give the homeowner 
absolute peace of mind.

Less roof, more sky. Roof 
lanterns supplied and fi tted

 100% resistant to algae & moss
 Free of stone chipping’s
 Manufactured never to blister or crack
 100% maintenance free
 Proven in all climates 

 Durable enough to be walked on
 Designed with a unique anti-slip fi nish
 Storm resistant
 Installed never to leak
 Aesthetically pleasing

We guarantee our roofs are...

A complete roof transformation 
and insulated as to regulation

LIFETIME guarantee, we give the homeowner 
absolute peace of mind.

A complete roof transformation 

Lifetime 

Guarantee 

Approved

Interest 
Free Credit 
Available*

Call: 01708 871489
For a Free Quotation

www.fl atroofs.net
*T&Cs apply. Finance subject to status. Example:- borrow £2000.00 pay £2000.00 one year later with no added charges. If required the loan

amount of £2000.00 can be paid over a further 60 months at £38.72 per month 4.49% APR, total amount payable £2,323.20.

Head Offi ce: Linden House, 30 Linden Road, Benfl eet, Essex SS7 4BA

We will permanently fi x any 
fl at roof problem for life
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Around 70% of homes in the UK incorporate 
a mineral felt flat roof. A High-Tech roof is dimensionally stable and 

solar reflective, the material is unaffected by 
climate change and 100% resistant to moss & 
algae growth. The membrane has a unique anti-
slip finish allowing the roof to be walked on and 
is aesthetically pleasing. As it is vapour permeable 
product it will never blister or become brittle and 
crack. High-Tech will create a 100% storm resistant 
watertight roof, maintenance free and guaranteed 
for life never to leak.

Let there be natural light
Many of our clients are requesting skylights and 
roof lanterns to be installed in conjunction with 
our roofi ng system. We offer a huge range of style 
and are all made to measure complementing any 
home. 

High-Tech will carry out all structural works 
along with all external and internal finishing works. 
High-Tech  can turn an extension or an  ageing 
conservatory into a stunning thermally efficient 
orangery compliant with Building Regulation.    

Around 70% of homes 
in the UK incorporate a 
mineral felt fl at roof. 

Mineral felt generally has a slow 
breakdown often allowing water 
ingress to cause unnecessary 
damage before anything can 
be visibly detected within 
the home.

A failing roof & the warning 
signs - Look for signs of 
cracking around the roof edge, 
pipes, upstands and roof lights 
etc. Beware of blisters on the roof 
surface, during colder months 
they can become brittle and crack. 
Felt will attract moss and algae 
further degrading the roof surface.

IMPORTANT: - ALL  
PROPERTY OWNERS 
PLEASE BE AWARE 

When a fl at roof is replaced there 
are Part L Building Regulations 
that the homeowner and the 
contractor must comply with. 
Please call for free information 
regarding the Part L Law. 
The home-owner should 
also be made aware that 
insurance companies will no 
longer accept any liability 
for any external or internal 
damage caused by a leaking fl at 
roof which is over 10 years old.

In 1999, High-Tech Roofi ng fi rst 
introduced the most advanced 
fl at roof technology to the 

homeowner.  Protan, based in 
Norway, has a pedigree in 
the design and manufacture 
of water - proofi ng materials 
dating back to 1939, and 
producing the fi rst roofi ng 
membrane in 1971.  Protan is 
our preferred PVC single-ply 
fl at roofi ng system and will 
cope with all climates, millions 
of square meters are installed 
here and abroad with a proven 
track record stretching over 
four decades. Protan is 
predominantly an architect-
specifi ed roofi ng system, 
winning many awards serving 
the very competitive commercial 
sector.

A High-Tech roof is 
dimensionally stable and 
solar refl ective, the material is 
unaffected by climate change 
and 100% resistant to moss & 

algae growth. The membrane 
has a unique anti-slip fi nish 
allowing the roof to be walked 
on and is aesthetically pleasing. 
As it is vapour permeable 
product it will never blister 
or become brittle and crack. 
High-Tech will create a 100% 
storm resistant watertight 
roof, maintenance free and 
guaranteed for life never 
to leak.
 

Let there be 
natural light

Many of our clients are requesting 
skylights and roof lanterns to 
be installed in conjunction with 
our roofi ng system. We offer a 
huge range of style and are all 
made to measure complementing 
any home. 

High-Tech will carry out all 
structural works along with 
all external and internal 
fi nishing works. High-Tech 
can turn an extension or an 
ageing conservatory into a 
stunning thermally effi cient 
orangery compliant with 
Building Regulation.     

Flat Roofing Guaranteed for Life
Advertorial

The Problem

The Solution

Flat Roofing 
Guaranteed for Life

The Definitive  High-Tech 
Flat Roofing Solution

Brochure and free 
sample available on request

High-Tech Roofi ng has now installed and 
guaranteed more than 9000 domestic projects 
– every roof we install comes complete with a 
LIFETIME guarantee, we give the homeowner 
absolute peace of mind.

Less roof, more sky. Roof 
lanterns supplied and fi tted

 100% resistant to algae & moss
 Free of stone chipping’s
 Manufactured never to blister or crack
 100% maintenance free
 Proven in all climates 

 Durable enough to be walked on
 Designed with a unique anti-slip fi nish
 Storm resistant
 Installed never to leak
 Aesthetically pleasing

We guarantee our roofs are...

A complete roof transformation 
and insulated as to regulation

LIFETIME guarantee, we give the homeowner 
absolute peace of mind.

A complete roof transformation 

Lifetime 

Guarantee 

Approved

Interest 
Free Credit 
Available*

Call: 01277 886757
For a Free Quotation

www.fl atroofs.net
*T&Cs apply. Finance subject to status. Example:- borrow £2000.00 pay £2000.00 one year later with no added charges. If required the loan

amount of £2000.00 can be paid over a further 60 months at £38.72 per month 4.49% APR, total amount payable £2,323.20.

Head Offi ce: Linden House, 30 Linden Road, Benfl eet, Essex SS7 4BA

We will permanently fi x any 
fl at roof problem for life

HT_Vision_DPS_BRENTWOOD.indd   All Pages 16/10/2017   13:59
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The Essex Technology & Innovation Centre at Ongar offers...

OFFICE SPACE

• Managed workspaces from 14 to 78 sq m (150 to 847 sq ft)

• Affordable monthly charges

• Easy in/easy out licences or leases

• Virtual office plans

• Practical support, access to expert advice and great 
networking opportunities

CONFERENCE/MEETING ROOMS

• Three on site meeting rooms available for hire by hour, day 
or half-day.

www.essexenterprisecentres.co.uk 
e: pam.winter@investessex.co.uk 

 @ETIC_Ongar 
t: 01277 368200

The Gables 
Fyfield Road 
Ongar 
CM5 0GA
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SERVICES
TREE SURGERY | STUMP REMOVAL | TREE SURVEYS 

HEDGE CUTTING | SITE CLEARANCE

35 Years Professional Experience
Commercial and Domestic

Specialists in working with narrow access & confined spaces
£2M PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE • FREE ESTIMATES & ADVICE

01277 352033 | 07973 202400
www.treesplus.co.uk | info@treesplus.co.uk

The Barns, Paslow Common Farm, Nine Ashes Road, Ingatestone CM4 0JY

Barn completely destroyed in fire
Firefighters were called to an alight barn recently. 

Several crews were called to the fire in Hall Lane, 
Shenfield, in the early hours of January 7. 

Crews immediately requested further support to 
contain the fire, to prevent it spreading. 

The fire was extinguished by 3.07am. Firefighters 
continue to extinguish hotspots until 5.42am. 

One of the crews revisited at 8am the following 
morning, where they reported a number of small 
hotspots still remained. 

INVEST Essex offers boost to SMEs 
INVEST Essex has shown its intent to strengthen 

the efficiency of small to medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs) in the county by further bolstering its team 
of experts.

Graham Johnson has joined as a second ‘Essex 
SME business manager’, alongside Dave Watson, 
to offer free impartial consultancy from experienced 
finance professionals.   

INVEST Essex locations services director David 
Rooke believes the duo will be able to provide great 
value to the local business community.  

Rooke explains: “We are offering a new business 
support service, targeted at SMEs and start-ups, 
providing bespoke funding and finance advice from 
seasoned business banking professionals using their 
knowledge and insight of a combined 50 years of 
working in the industry to access funds and finance.”

Johnson, who was previously employed by 
Coutts and Baker Tilly in working with businesses 
to maximise their value, joined INVEST Essex in 
January and is anticipating a productive 2018.  

He says: “My role at INVEST Essex is to help 
SMEs raise money, identify premises and to grow 
as businesses – to hopefully increase employment in 
Essex as a result. 

“There is a 12-hour commitment of ‘free’ advice 
(covered by the European Regional Development 

Fund) in the form of dedicated face time but that 
can be increased if there is value. I have already 
been surprised by the volume of enquiries and look 
forward to a busy year ahead.” 

Meanwhile, Watson, who has more than 25 years 
of corporate banking experience across start-up, 
growth and turnaround businesses alongside client 
strategy consultancy for NatWest Commercial across 
East Anglia, has already been putting his wealth of 
expertise and contacts within the Essex SME market 
to good use since joining in September 2017.

Watson adds: “Access to finance and funding 
remains difficult, which restricts SME growth. Every 
SME is unique, and we work hard to understand that 
business - developing bespoke finance solutions to 
make things happen. We have an extensive network 
of contacts and it’s been fantastic working with 
owners across Essex to grow their businesses.”    

INVEST Essex is an investment promotion agency 
(IPA) and business support provider, now part of 
the ‘Let’s Do Business Group’ delivering services 
for Essex County Council across the Greater Essex 
area.

You can find out more about the work done by 
INVEST Essex at: www.investessex.co.uk, email: 
contact@investessex.co.uk or follow them on Twitter 
(@investessex).
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Second phase of council 
housing project complete
Brentwood Borough Council has completed the 

second phase of new council housing to be built 
in the borough for 25 years. 

Knights Square has been transformed from a 
garage site attracting anti-social behaviour to newly 
developed housing for the residents of Brentwood. 

The site has four single-storey properties for older 
residents. It was named Knights Square in memory 
of Malcolm Knights, former head of housing at the 
council who sadly passed away in June 2015.

Jessica Knights, Malcolm’s daughter, cut the 
ribbon to officially open the new homes. 

She said: “I’m really proud and surprised that this 
has been named after my dad. It means there is a 
long-lasting legacy for everyone to see.”

A plaque was unveiled at the site by Malcolm’s 
brother Duncan. 

He said: “Malcolm started his career in local 
government in the early 1980s when the sell-off 
of existing council housing was in full swing, but 
he maintained a position throughout that such 

developments still had a place in the borough’s 
portfolio, and was passionate in his defence of this.  
He would be very proud to be remembered by such 
a development.”

The housing is part of a project to repurpose 
disused sites to create housing to meet needs 
locally.

Brentwood Borough Council’s chairman of the 
community, health and housing management 
committee, councillor Chris Hossack, said: 
“Malcolm Knights’ hard work and dedication started 
the journey towards building new homes for the 
people of Brentwood, so it’s appropriate that we 
have named this development after him. 

“This phase has sheltered homes for older 
residents who may want to downsize from the home 
they currently have and no longer need, which in turn 
allows bigger properties to be available for others 
in the borough. The garage sites were ideal to use 
as they were semi-derelict or unused and provide 
much-needed homes.”
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www.bloominjacks.co.uk
For a free consultation contact us on 01277 202727 or email us at info@bloominjacks.co.uk

24 Crown Street, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BA

Wedding and  
Funeral specialists

Remember Mother’s Day
Sunday 11th March

Flowers ❀ Gifts ❀ Homeware
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Spring clean
Get rid of any weeds which have cropped up in 
recent months to ensure they don’t get out of hand 
and dig over your beds. Also cut back overgrown 
and non-flowering shrubs. Deadhead daffodils   and 
hydrangeas as the flowers finish and let the foliage 
die back naturally. If you have a lawn it’s also time 
to mow it to ensure a greener, denser patch in the 
summer. It is an ideal time for roses to be pruned, 
removing any damaged, dead or diseased stems.

Prepare and plant
Once you have dug over your flower beds, add 
a layer of compost or well-rotted manure. Then it 

is time to think about planting - if you plan it well 
enough you can have a continuous crop of flowers 
in the summer months.

Hardy annuals and perennials such as delphiniums 
can be sown to provide a burst of colour. It is also 
time to plant summer-flowering bulbs such as 
gladiolus, lilies and ranunculus.

Sweet peas, broad beans and first salads can be 
planted, but will need to be protected from mice and 
bad weather with cloches.  

Plant out onions and shallot sets and cover with 
netting to prevent birds pulling them free. Plant the 
first potatoes.

In the greenhouse
If you have a greenhouse why not sow cucumbers, 
tomatoes, aubergines, celery and peppers, and 
plant strawberry runners in hanging baskets.
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YOUR GARDEN

Now is the time of year when things really start to get busy in the garden. The worst of the 
weather is (usually) behind us and the days are getting longer. Frosts and strong winds can still 
be a hazard, but it is time to put in lots of preparation for the months ahead.

Spring clean 

Our wonderful customers like our service so 
much, that over 40% of new customers joined 
us through their recommendation which, if you 
think about it, is a recommendation in itself.

So, if you’ve been thinking about enjoying a 
great lawn this year – green, lush and 
weed-free, why not contact us today and let 
us bring your lawn to life.

We provide four seasonal treatments, as well 
as beneficial treatments to keep your lawn in 
tip-top condition - prices start from just £15*.

Ask us about our annual plans, which allow 
you to both spread the cost and save up to 
25%.

Simply call: 01277 352 236 or
visit: greenthumb.co.uk

*Based on a lawn size up to 40m² **New Customers Only

£15
PER TREATMENT

PRICES FROM
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Adored by the nation, particularly the ladies, popstar Olly 
Murs made his debut on ITV’s The Voice recently. 

When Olly finished second to Joe McElderry on season 
six of The X Factor, it was assumed that the show’s winner 

would be the one to go on to have the triumphant 
career. And yet, eight years later it is Murs who is still 
wowing us, not just in the charts, but on television too 

where he has carved out quite the niche for himself as 
a chatty and charismatic cheeky chappy. 

It’s not hard to spot what the Essex lad’s appeal is. Not only is the 33-year-
old effortlessly charming, talented and extremely handsome, he also has a certain 
down-to-earth appeal – an ability to make everyone feel they’d quite like to be best 
mates with the Heart Skips a Beat crooner. 

Certainly for his latest role as a coach on ITV’s The Voice, his likeability and 
warmth will be vital as he nurtures and guides his musical protegees to success. 
Filling the spot of Gavin Rossdale (who left after just one season) Murs will take his 
spinning chair next to fellow coaches Sir Tom Jones, will.i.am and Jennifer Hudson. 

Prior to making his Voice debut, Murs admitted to feeling the pressure, but said 
the team had been extremely welcoming. “When I first started I was really nervous 
to be the new member - it is like being in a new class at a new school with all new 
kids. I have got all these new people to meet and they all know each other, and 
they have got to get to know me. Will they like me or not? I don’t know, but I have 
settled in brilliantly.”

Having worked as a presenter both on the Xtra Factor and the X Factor, it’s 
certainly familiar territory for Murs, though let’s hope he doesn’t make any howling 

reality ‘big reveal’ errors - cue like Prue Leith who last year accidently tweeted 
The Great British Bake Off winner before the final was aired. 

Thankfully, Murs is likely to exercise caution on social media following his 
overreaction at the Oxford Circus tube incident last November where a scuffle 
on a platform led to mass stampedes and panic. 

“F***, everyone get out of Selfridges now gun shots!! I’m inside,” posted 

Murs to his seven million 
Twitter followers, before 

adding, “Evacuating store now! F*** heart is 
pounding.” As there turned out to 
be no gunshots, or any specific 
reason for the panic, Murs 
was mercilessly mocked 
for his overreaction, and 
even scolded by Piers 
Morgan for fuelling the 
hysteria. 

Still, such a nervous 
disposition doesn’t 
seem to have affected 
his appeal with the 
ladies, and in the last 
few months alone Murs 
has been romantically 
linked to Melanie Sykes, 
Love Island’s Amber 
Davies and Capital Xtra 
DJ Emma Conybeare. 
Rumour has it the Dear 
Darlin’ singer hasn’t 
found his true love 
yet, so let’s hope the 
coming months bring 
huge success both 
on and off screen for 
everyone’s favourite 
runner-up. 

Finding his
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Dr Kannan Athreya

Tel. 01277 201 001 n  www.essexprivatedoctors.com

The Clinic is registered with the Care Quality Commission  

Private General Practice

Dr Alice Scott 

The Clinic provides a high level of friendly family medical 
care and provides a comprehensive range of General 
Medical Services and Aesthetic treatments.

 Doctor Consultations    Blood Tests    Diagnostic Testing
 ECG    Clinical Examinations    Minor Surgery 
 Full Medicals and Health Screening
 Removal of Moles, Warts, Skin Tags, Verrucae, Cysts
 Acne, Rosacea, Psoriasis Treatments
 Facial Fillers and Wrinkle Reducing Injections
 Coils fitted and removed
 Exilis Treatment for non surgical fat reduction, and skin tightening
 Children’s Meningitis B & Chicken Pox vaccinations

 Visiting Practitioners
 Heart Test UK Cardiac Diagnostics
  Echocardiograms, 24 Hour Blood Pressure and Holter Monitors, 
Sleep Studies

HIGH-INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING 
A quick, fun and effective workout, short bursts 
of intensive exercise are followed by moments of 
rest, helping you to burn fat in around 30 minutes.

BOXING MASH-UPS 
Boxing combined with Pilates? Check. Boxing 
combined with Barre (ballet)? Check. Virtual 
boxing? Yup, thanks to Boxx Method, an online 
workout programme that claims to be “the world’s 
first virtual boxing experience”. Boom.

BODY WEIGHT TRAINING 
This trend is all about getting back to basics as you 
use your own body weight to build strength. Part 
of the reason for its burgeoning popularity is that 
it requires no equipment and can be performed 
anywhere, meaning you can finally be that weirdo 
in the office.

NOVELTY YOGA 
It may be one of the most ancient forms of exercise, 
but there are too many modern incarnations to 

count. There’s ‘couples’ yoga’, said to strengthen 
your bond with each other; ‘beer yoga’ (performed 
down the boozer with a beer in hand, and founded 
in Germany); ‘laughter yoga’ and even ‘goat yoga’, 
which is where you practise outside with… goats. 
Just keep an eye on your yoga mat.

ROPES 
It may sound a bit kinky to the exercise lingo 
layman, but working out with weighted ropes is 
going to become even more popular in 2018, and 
it’s not hard to see why when you consider the 
health benefits. Ropes not only work every muscle 
in your body, they also give you a cardiovascular 
workout and improve co-ordination. You’ll knot 
find a more thorough workout. 

NAPPING 
Napercise is already a ‘class’ you can take at 
David Lloyd Gyms, whereby you lie on a single 
bed in a comfortably-heated room with soothing 
sounds piped out. It is said to burn calories while 
you sleep and is, therefore, the perfect workout. 
Yawn…
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THE FITNESS TRENDS YOU NEED TO TRY OUT IN 2018.

BRAVE 
WORLD
NEW
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NO SWEAT?
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Understanding why we sweat and 
uncovering the myths behind how 
it aids toxin release and weight loss.

Sweating is having its moment. From 
Bikram yoga classes to infra-red saunas 
and even cardio classes in heated studios, 
it has never been cooler to sweat. But while 
devotees of these practices extol the many 
virtues of getting hot and steamy – which 

include accelerated weight loss, improved flexibility 
and serious detoxification – few of these claims 
appear to be rooted in science.

“Sweating out the toxins” is one phrase often 
bandied about by perspiring yogis, but while it’s 
nice to imagine your pores opening up and all 
matter of filth and unwanted fat pouring forth, the 
truth is that this really isn’t the purpose of sweat 
at all. The function of sweat is to cool your body 
down when it is overheated. The cause of sweat 
does not alter its content, so whether you’re 
slogging out on a 5k run or panicking prior to a big 
presentation, it will always predominantly consist of 

water with traces of minerals.
Another belief is that sweating in excess will 

miraculously aid weight loss. It won’t. Weigh 
yourself before and after a class or sauna and you 
may very well have lost weight, but most of this will 
again just be water.

But this isn’t to say there aren’t benefits from 
sweating. It is still an effective way to purify pores, 
so providing you cleanse and moisturise properly 
afterwards, you will get glowing skin. Sweating 
also encourages you to drink lots of water, which 
will rehydrate your body and push blood through 
your organs (like your liver and kidneys, which take 
care of all your detoxification) – helping you to think 
and function better. 

Finally, a heated environment does help improve 
flexibility and promote relaxation, meaning you are 
more likely to enjoy a workout class and want to 
return. This means that over time you will build 
muscle and lose weight, leading to a happier, 
healthier you.

Nuffield Health 

Brentwood Hospital
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital has established itself as one of the leading providers of 
private healthcare, serving patients from Brentwood, Billericay, Basildon, Romford and the 
surrounding parts of Essex since 1970.

Nuffield Health Brentwood hospital is modern, offering a wealth of exceptional clinical services 
for both patients who have private medical insurance and the self-pay market.

Come and meet our experts at one of our FREE events.

You’ll have the opportunity to get your questions answered and often receive a free mini one to 
one consultation. 

Book online today  
nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals/brentwood/events or 01277 886984

Worried about your hernia?  
Talk to an expert Surgeon.

Thursday 1st February 2018

7pm with Mr Sabu Jacob,  

Consultant General Surgeon.

Considering vision correction or  
cataract surgery? Your guide through  
the treatment options.

Tuesday 6th February 2018 

6.30pm with Professor Rajesh Aggarwal,  
Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon. 

Considering ear pinning or nose 
reshaping?

Thursday 22nd February 2018 

6.30pm with Mr Paul Chatrath,  

Consultant ENT & Plastic Surgeon. 

Thinking about varicose vein treatment? 
Talk to an expert Surgeon. 

Thursday 1st March 2018 

6.30pm with Mr Vijay Gadhvi,  
Consultant Vascular Surgeon. 

Worried about moles & melanomas? 

Tuesday 6th March 2018 

6.30pm Dr Mohsen Khorshid,  

Consultant Dermatologist.

Men’s health worries?  
Come and talk to us. 

Thursday 15th March 2018 

6.30pm with Mr Peter Pietzrak,  
Consultant Urology Surgeon

Pay for the treatment you need – and feel better faster.

Some of our services are: 

Cardiology – Breast Care – Cataracts / Eyes – Cardiology – Children’s Services – Cosmetic 
Surgery –  Ear, Nose & Throat –  Endoscopy –  Gastroenterology –  Hernia Repair –  Men’s 
Health –  Orthopaedics/Sports Injuries –  Varicose Veins – Women’s Health.

Nuffield Health 

Brentwood Hospital
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital has established itself as one of the leading providers of 
private healthcare, serving patients from Brentwood, Billericay, Basildon, Romford and the 
surrounding parts of Essex since 1970.

Nuffield Health Brentwood hospital is modern, offering a wealth of exceptional clinical services 
for both patients who have private medical insurance and the self-pay market.

Come and meet our experts at one of our FREE events.

You’ll have the opportunity to get your questions answered and often receive a free mini one to 
one consultation. 

Book online today  
nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals/brentwood/events or 01277 886984

Worried about your hernia?  
Talk to an expert Surgeon.

Thursday 1st February 2018

7pm with Mr Sabu Jacob,  

Consultant General Surgeon.

Considering vision correction or  
cataract surgery? Your guide through  
the treatment options.

Tuesday 6th February 2018 

6.30pm with Professor Rajesh Aggarwal,  
Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon. 

Considering ear pinning or nose 
reshaping?

Thursday 22nd February 2018 

6.30pm with Mr Paul Chatrath,  

Consultant ENT & Plastic Surgeon. 

Thinking about varicose vein treatment? 
Talk to an expert Surgeon. 

Thursday 1st March 2018 

6.30pm with Mr Vijay Gadhvi,  
Consultant Vascular Surgeon. 

Worried about moles & melanomas? 

Tuesday 6th March 2018 

6.30pm Dr Mohsen Khorshid,  

Consultant Dermatologist.

Men’s health worries?  
Come and talk to us. 

Thursday 15th March 2018 

6.30pm with Mr Peter Pietzrak,  
Consultant Urology Surgeon

Pay for the treatment you need – and feel better faster.

Some of our services are: 

Cardiology – Breast Care – Cataracts / Eyes – Cardiology – Children’s Services – Cosmetic 
Surgery –  Ear, Nose & Throat –  Endoscopy –  Gastroenterology –  Hernia Repair –  Men’s 
Health –  Orthopaedics/Sports Injuries –  Varicose Veins – Women’s Health.
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Quality Health Insurance
For individuals and families, the self-employed, professionals 
and companies of all sizes

Please note: 
Pre-existing and long-term medical conditions are generally not covered.  Applications are subject 
to medical underwriting and a maximum joining age applies on some policies.

To find out more contact your local Healthcare Partner:

Neal Parmar
Appointed Representative of WPA Healthcare Practice Plc

07803 565135  
neal.parmar@hcp-plc.org.uk

WPA Healthcare Practice Plc (“Healthcare Practice”) is part of the Western Provident Association Limited Group of 
Companies.  Registered in England and Wales No. 07320330.  The Healthcare Practice is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority.  Registration No. 757721.
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HARMONY
BRENTWOOD

THE PLACE TO BE FOR EVERYTHING BEAUTY IN ESSEX
Eye Lashes n Nails n Massage Therapy n Professional Makeup n Facial Treatments n Body Treatments

THE PLACE TO BE FOR EVERYTHING BEAUTY IN ESSEX
Eye Lashes n Nails n Massage Therapy n Professional Makeup n Facial Treatments n Body Treatments

3 Hatch Road, Pilgrims Hatch, Brentwood, 
Essex CM15 9PU

To book an appointment or for more information 
about our treatments call us on

01277 375751 
www.harmonybrentwood.co.uk

HARMONY
B R E N T W O O D
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As the world’s most influential make-up artist, Pat McGrath is devoted to 
bringing seriously fabulous and effective cosmetics to the masses.

Unless you work in the fashion industry, or are a cosmetics geek, it 
is unlikely that the name Pat McGrath will be instantly familiar – but you will 
almost certainly have seen her work. From creating fashion campaign looks 
for brands like Louis Vuitton, Prada and Balenciaga to bringing us some of 
the most iconic images in fashion editorial – not to mention the wealth of 
celeb red carpet looks she has contributed to over the years – Pat McGrath is 
essentially the queen of make-up.
Raised in Northampton by her Jamaican mother Jean during the 1970s, 

McGrath developed an early fascination with cosmetics, fuelled in part by the 
fact there were so few products on the market that were effective for black skin. 

Despite having no formal training, McGrath began garnering attention for her bold 
and innovative make-up style; her career breakthrough came in the early Nineties 

when she began collaborating with Edward Enninful (then fashion editor of i-D 
magazine). 

Hugely celebrated within her industry, the 47-year-old has managed to 
remain somewhat behind the scenes, but with Enninful’s recent appointment 
as editor-in-chief of British Vogue, McGrath has been thrust into the spotlight, 
becoming the fashion bible’s beauty editor-at-large. 

She is also making waves with her Pat 
McGrath Labs make-up range, which has 

been selling out in the States since 2015 
and came to the UK in the summer. The 

sumptuous palates and sets may be pricey 
(the Lust 004 Lip Kit is £135 at Net-A-

Porter), but they are in a league of their 
own in terms of quality and colour as 
McGrath strives to make products 
with enough pigment to show 
up on every skin tone – they also 
come packaged in clear bags 
stuffed with sequins. All proof that 
while glitter may not always be gold, 

it will make you look a million bucks 
on Saturday night.
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 ❁ Thai Traditional Full Body Massage ❁ Thai Back, 
Neck and Shoulder Massage ❁ Thai Foot Massage 

❁ Deep Tissue Massage ❁ Swedish Massage

www.hisandher-wellbeing.co.uk

01277 500280
Enquiries@hisandher-wellbeing.co.uk 

10.30 am to 9.00 pm daily (Sunday: bookings only)
147 Kings Road, Brentwood, CM14 4EG

Massage and 
Therapy

We specialise in therapeutic massage 
for couples, ladies and gentlemen

HIS & HER WELLBEING

Tel: 01277 554051   
Mobile: 07568 396626

FOR A BROCHURE OR TO BOOK A 
TREATMENT CONTACT CHARLOTTE

SPEND £40 OR MORE AND RECEIVE 
A FREE ULTIMATE PEDICURE 

BASED IN SHENFIELD

 Charlotte’s Hikari Beauty
hikaribeautytherapy

Hikari Beauty 

f Organic Facials
f Organic Back Scrub
f Coffee Cellulite Scrub
f Tibetan Head Massage
f Hot Stone Massage
f Manicure and Pedicure
f Unique Hand-Painted Nail Art

BEAUTIFUL TREATMENTS FROM £15

www.ichicahair.co.uk
 ichica_hair

131c High Street, Brentwood, CM14 4RZ 

ICHICA
Hair

ICHICA
Hair

W
eald Road

Kings

Road

High Street

High Street

Hart Street

ICHICA

Laura Ashley
Prezzo

GRAND OFFER
ALL HAIR SERVICES

Offer applies to both existing 
and new clients

Tel: 01277 202 299
40% off
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Imagine a world without glitter - no shimmery eye 
makeup on your nights out, no dazzling confetti on 
your daughter’s fifth birthday, no glitz, no glamour, 

no shine. This dull dystopia may have you shaking 
your head in horror, but in reality, the impact glitter is 
having on our environment is far more terrifying. 

Most glitter is made from plastic, and the tiny size 
of its particles makes it a potential ecological hazard, 
particularly in the oceans. Anyone who has ever had a 
brief fling with the sparkly stuff is aware of its insidious 
nature, as it lingers under your nails, on your skin and about 
your home for weeks. And once out into water, it behaves no 
differently. In fact, it the number of microplastic fragments in the 
world's ocean has been estimated at up to 51 trillion. 

Most of these microplastics (defined as fragments of plastic less than 
5mm in length) have been broken down from larger debris, but some 
glitter – along with microbeads which are set to be banned 
in the UK this year – is manufactured 
specifically to be small enough to be 
included in cosmetics, craft glues and 
beauty products. 

Not only have marine animals – from plankton 
to whales – been documented eating plastic, 
with devastating results, they can also end 
up inside us when we consume seafood. So 
do you think the idea of eating a shimmering 
scallop is cute? Well consider the fact that most 
glitter is made of aluminium and a plastic called 
PET which can break down to release chemicals 
that disrupt hormones, and have been linked to the 
onset of certain cancers and neurological diseases, 
and you may change your mind. 

Thankfully, this may not be the end of glitter, for while 
some scientists are calling for it to be banned, others are creating 
biodegradable options. So next time you’re seeking out a sparkle, 
do your bit for those hungry whales and splash out on the good stuff. 

THE LASTSparkle>
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ANTHONY JOSHUA’S  

fight to the top
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THE VISION  L ISTINGS

HAIRDRESSER

WENDY’S HAIR DESIGN 

HANDYMAN

INSULATION SERVICES

ECO-RENOVATION UK 

LEISURE CENTRE

EVERYONE ACTIVE

LOCKSMITH & SECURITY

OVEN CLEANER

PAINTER & DECORATORDES SONNER 

PEST CONTROL

MULTIPEST

PHOTOGRAPHER

HOSS PHOTOGRAPHY 

PLASTERER

PLUMBER

DC PLUMBING & TILING 

REMOVALS 

THE REMOVALS TAXI

ROOFER

LONG LIFE ROOFING

TRAVEL AGENT

LANGLEY TRAVEL 

TREE CARE & SURGERY

WINDOW CLEANING

CRYSTAL CLEAR CLEANING

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE V I S I O N  LISTINGS...CALL 01442 220 180 TODAY

ACCOUNTANCY & BOOK KEEPERS

GOWERS LTD

BATHROOMS

HERTS BATHROOMS & KITCHENS

BEAUTY THERAPIST

BUILDER

G HALL BUILDERS 

CARPET & FLOORING SPECIALIST

TOTAL FLOORING

CATERING

COMPUTER SERVICES

J B COMPUTER SERVICES

DOUBLE GLAZING

J B COMPUTER SERVICES

DRAINAGE

ANTI-BLOCK DRAINAGE

ELECTRICIAN

SUTTON ELECTRICAL

WARD BRO ELECTRICAL LTD

FLORIST

OVER THE MOON

FOOTCARE PROFESSIONAL

TOE-TAL FOOT CARE

GARAGE

GREGORY & DAVIS TRANSPORT LTD

SWIFT AUTOS

GARDENER / LANDSCAPER

GREEN LEAF GARDEN SERVICES

GAS & HEATING ENGINEER

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
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While women have long had an abundance 
of hair removal products to choose from – 
oil-enriched shaving balms, epilators and 

razors in every shape, size and colour – men have 
made do with comparatively fewer options. But in 
the last few years, beard shaving and facial care 
has become a lucrative industry.

Unlike many other grooming trends that look to 
the future by capitalising on advancing technology, 
the shaving trend draws from the past and the 
notion that the maintenance of a man’s facial 
furniture ought to be a luxurious and indulgent 
experience. This ritual began in Roman times, when 
Alexander the Great ordered his soldiers to remove 
all hair so in battle the enemy would have nothing to 
grab hold of. Society followed suit and soon men all 
over Rome were frequenting barbershops to catch 

up on local gossip while they were 
shaved with straight blades 

and then massaged 
with soothing 

oils.

You may have noticed these traditional 
establishments popping up in your local high street; 
but while the format has not changed, the products 
have. Bluebeard’s Revenge is a brand, for instance, 
whose exfoliators, creams and treatments promise 
“shaving for real men” and boast hard-working 
ingredients to minimise shaving discomfort. Taylors 
of Old Bond Street, meanwhile, sells the kind of 
products one might expect to find in James Bond’s 
bathroom cabinet – like a Luxury Sandalwood 
Shaving Stick.

But whether you see yourself as a dapper Dan 
or a nefarious pirate, there are several reasons why 
you may want to consider upgrading your shaving 
regime. Firstly, disposable razors are becoming ever 
more expensive, and while a straight-edge razor will 
set you back around £40, the blades you put in it 
are remarkably cheap. Secondly, those who suffer 
from skin rash and ingrowing hairs may find that a 
single, extremely sharp blade lessens discomfort. 
And finally, the small point that shaving creams and 
balms make you feel and smell divine.

WHY MEN SHOULD DITCH THE BIC AND GET ON BOARD WITH LUXURY SHAVING PRODUCTS. 
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GAVIN WOOLLARD
photography

Call 01245 421224 • gavinwoollard@gmail.com
www.reportagephotography.com 

With the experience of nearly 2000 weddings and 
thousands of Portrait clients including a 17 year 

commission at Buckingham Palace when you choose 
Gavin Woollard for your wedding photography 

you are choosing one of the very best.

Earn yourself a bottle of champagne by simply sharing 
Gavin Woollard Photography with a friend that’s getting married.

When your friend contacts us get them to quote ‘Vision magazine’ and 
‘champagne offer’. If they go on to book their wedding photography 

with Gavin Woollard you will receive a free bottle of champagne!

Are you getting married? Then please make contact 
by phone or email to meet at my studio for a chat 
about the photography for your special day.

The Granary, No 1 Rumsey Row, The Green, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3YA

En

W hen editor-in-chief Alexandra Shulman 
announced her departure from Vogue just 
over a year ago after a quarter of a century 

in the role, tongues were instantly wagging over who 
would land what is arguably the most coveted post 
in British fashion. Some saw it as a chance to 
shake up the old guard; an opportunity to move 
the magazine into more diverse, bold and modern 
territory. And when it was revealed that avant-
garde visionary Edward Enninful would be filling 
Shulman’s stylish shoes, it was clear the masses 
had a real personality on their hands.

The first black male editor at the magazine, 
charismatic Enninful was making waves before 
he’d even stepped into Vogue’s offices, but one 
look at his impressive CV proves his appointment 
was nothing to do with controversy, and all to do 
with merit. 

Having been appointed fashion director of cutting-
edge culture tome i-D in 1991 (at the age of just 18), 
Enninful worked extensively with both American and Italian 
Vogues throughout the noughties, and his most recent role 
as creative and fashion director at America’s W Magazine 
saw his stock continue to rise.

Born in Ghana, Enninful emigrated to London’s Ladbroke 
Grove with his parents and five siblings when he was 
young. A working-class background combined with the 
veritable melting pot that was West London in the early 
Seventies, were reflected in his debut edition of Vogue 
which was released last November. Starring mixed-race 
British model and feminist activist Adwoa Aboah on its 
cover, the ‘Diverse’ issue paid tribute to Britain’s great and 
eclectic heritage, and featured a broad array of talent, along with 
high-end couture alongside urban streetstyle. 

In short, if Enninful keeps things original and innovative, we can 
expect Vogue to become an entirely different animal – cooler, all-
encompassing and more thought-provoking – by the decade’s 
close. 
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VOGUE
Everything you need to know about Edward 
Enninful, Vogue’s new head honcho
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As Harvey Weinstein takes his ungracious exit 
from the inner sanctum of the movie world’s 
elite, he seems to be taking many others with 

him – even on this side of the Atlantic – but where 
will this modern-day sex scandal end? 

On Thursday, October 5, The New York Times 
published a story detailing decades of allegations 
of sexual harassment against Hollywood producer 
Harvey Weinstein. 

In an official apology, the 65-year-old admitted 
that he had “caused a lot of pain”, but vehemently 
denies having non-consensual sex with any of 
those named. Stars of the magnitude including 
Angelina Jolie and Gwyneth Paltrow came forward 
to speak out against Weinstein and other men in 
power, unleashing a flood of accusations. 

Those who know the film industry are not 
surprised, for the Hollywood casting couch is 
legendary. But these powerful sexual predators 
do not prey solely on the beautiful and famous; 
nor do they target just females, as actor Anthony 
Rapp proved when he accused Kevin Spacey, one 
of Hollywood’s most decorated actors, of sexually 
assaulting him when he was just 14 years old. 

The claim prompted Spacey to come out publicly 
as gay for the first time, sparking criticism for the 
inappropriate timing of his announcement as a 
further wave of accusations came forward from 

young, vulnerable men. Some are asking why 
victims didn’t speak out sooner, yet quickly we 
must remind ourselves of the shame and fear that 
still surrounds sexual abuse. 

Mostly though, this is a story about power. 
Weinstein’s wealth and status allowed him to hush 
those he hurt for fear he would do irreparable 
damage to their careers, and those who dared 
speak out were kept at bay by lawyers, often by 
offering thousands in compensation. Actress Rose 
McGowan claims she turned down a $1million 
(£760,000) offer from Weinstein in return for her 
silence.

The red carpet at the Golden Globes was 
dominated by one colour – black. This was to 
show support of Time Up’s movement, standing 
in solidarity with victims of sexual assault and 
harassment. Actresses Nicole Kidman, Angelia 
Jolie and Emma Stone were among those to walk 
the red carpet in the colour. 

It’s not just Hollywood actors who have been 
subject to allegations. Several MPs, including a 
minister, have also been accused of inappropriate 
behaviour towards young women. In January 2018, 
it was revealed under a Freedom of Information 
request by the Press Association that there have 
been more than 24,000 attempts to access 
pornographic websites in Parliament since the 

election. However, parliamentary authorities say the majority of the attempts 
were not deliberate. 

Some of the publicised revelations involve International Trade Minister Mark 
Garnier (who asked his secretary to buy him sex toys as well as calling her an 
inappropriate name), former Work and Pensions Secretary Stephen Crabb 
(who sent explicit text messages to a job applicant) and Sir Michael 
Fallon (multiple offences). Defence Secretary Fallon fell on his sword, 
Commons veteran Kelvin Hopkins was suspended by Labour for 
“inappropriate touching”, and Tory MP Charlie Elphicke had his 
whip suspended as multiple other allegations against leading 
political figures surfaced.

One of the latest people to be accused of sexual 
harassment is Marvel creator Stan Lee. According to 
the Daily Mail, who exclusively revealed the news, a 
nursing company employed to care for him stopped 
working for him after several complaints. These 
included demanding oral sex, groping and 
walking around naked. Lee’s lawyers have 
accused the company of defaming Lee.

It seems the first allegations have 
caused a snowball effect, giving those 
affected the confidence to step 
forward and share their stories. 
Many believe this is just the 
beginning and, as 
recent months show, it 
seems that is true.  
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WHEN THE HOUSE OF CARDS 
CAME CRASHING DOWN
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One-pan wonders. We all love these 
types of recipes, where you can 
create a filling sumptuous meal using 

only one pan. There’s something incredibly 
satisfying about putting all the ingredients into 
one pan and leaving them to fuse together 

into a something that’s bursting with flavour. This 
recipe is no exception a hearty and delicious one-
pan wonder. 

Serves 4 | 40 minutes | Easy 

INGREDIENTS:

u 150g chorizo, chopped into slices
u 1 onion, peeled and chopped 
u 1 garlic clove, peeled and crushed
u 2tsp rosemary 
u 2tsp sweet or hot smoked paprika 
u 1x400g tin of chopped tomatoes

u 2 x400g tins of butter beans, drained 
u 230g roasted red peppers, sliced
u Crusty bread to serve

METHOD:

Using a deep-based frying pan or a large casserole 
dish, fry the chorizo over a medium heat for a 
couple of minutes. Be careful not to overcook them. 
Remove from the pan using a slotted spoon, and 
put them to one side on a plate.  Add the onion to 
the pan and fry until they are soft and golden. 

Add the garlic, rosemary and paprika. Fry for 
another minute and then add the peppers, chopped 
tomatoes and beans. Take the tomato tin, half fill 
with water and add to the pan. Simmer this for 15-
20 minutes until the stew thickens. Then, return the 
chorizo to the pan and warm through for a few more 
minutes while you toast the bread. Spoon the stew 
over the bread and dig in. 
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One-Pan  Wonder
Chorizo & Butter Bean Stew

01277 631979
mirabelrestataurant.com

reservations@mirabelrestaurant.com

A Passion 
for Food & 

Entertainment

59 Jacksons Lane,
Billericay, Essex CM11 2DG

NOW TAKING BOOKINGS FOR 

VALENTINES DAY & MOTHERS DAY

Just off from the main buzz of Billericay High Street sits this 
welcome new restaurant serving traditional Turkish cuisine.

What sets Mirabel apart from the other Turkish restaurants 
popping up across Essex is it’s laid back and family friendly 

atmosphere. There is no stuffiness 
and you immediately feel welcome. 

The setting is perfect for large 
groups as well as being intimate 
enough to enjoy great food and 
company for couples, as well as 
families. 

Serving up large portions of 
all the favourite Turkish dishes 
including Chicken Shish, Moussaka 

and Iskender, there is sure to be something for everyone. 
There is an extensive drinks and cocktail menu, and the 

restaurant welcomes diners to enjoy the bar after their meal 
– where of a weekend there is a DJ and belly dancers for a real 
Mediterranean feel!

Mirabel would be the perfect place to treat someone special for 
Valentine’s day, or to dine out with the family for Mother’s day. 

Experience a real 
Mediterranean welcome
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LUNCHTIME FOOD MONDAY-FRIDAY
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY WEEKEND

AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES, BUFFETS 
AND ALL SPORTING EVENTS

Call us on: 01277 212786   Charlie’s Bar, 152 Warley Hill, Warley, Brentwood CM14 5HE

ENJOY THE GREAT 
ATMOSPHERE OF OUR 

TRADITIONAL FRIENDLY PUB
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They say it can lift spirits, cure colds and is even good for the soul, but what are the 
facts behind this ‘souper’ food?

Grandmas have been extolling its virtues for years – and it turns out that a steaming 
bowl of chicken soup really can cure what ails you. Far from being hokum, there appears 

to be some sound, science-based logic behind this old wives’ tale, suggesting that 
a compound contained in the brilliant broth – called carnosine – can help your 

immune system fight the early symptoms of flu.
A study published in 2000 by Dr Stephen Rennard of the University of 

Nebraska Medical Centre, Omaha, discovered that the soup inhibited the 
movement of the most common type of white blood cell – neutrophils – 
which defend against infection. This, he believed, stopped the bacteria 
from spreading and consequently eased symptoms. 

Yet despite numerous studies and the potential carnosine connection, 
scientists have struggled to pin down the exact ingredient which makes 

chicken soup so effective. It is possible that the nutrients found in its delicious 
ingredients – chicken, onions, carrots, celery, parsley, salt and pepper – work in 

synergy to create this beneficial effect. In other words, chicken soup is the Avengers 
of the food world.

While shop-bought soup appears to be as healing as homemade, there 
is nothing quite like the added power punch you get from boiling a chicken 

carcass yourself, releasing a whole other host of trace minerals, vitamins 
and rich gelatine – thought to support skin and digestive health. But with no 

conclusive evidence, there are those who maintain its miraculous properties 
are merely a placebo effect.

But who can blame the believers? When your nose is running like 
Niagara Falls and your entire body aches, a mug of steaming, 

soothing soup as comforting as a hug from your best 
friend might be all the healing you need.

Chicken soup]

THE SCIENCE OF...

Phone 01277 372629
www.almaarms.com

Navestock CM14 5ST

Real Ales and Good Food at affordable prices
Cooked daily on the premises since 1970

2 COURSE MENU
just £10.50

Open lunchtimes and 
evenings for meals 7 days

Keep your table as long as you like
Large car park – Large parties welcome

STEAK PIES OUR 
SPECIALITY

WE DELIVER DIRECT TO YOU 
AROUND THE CLOCK AT 

SIR DRINKSALOT’S

WE STOCK A WIDE 
RANGE OF PREMIUM 
ALCOHOLS

FOLLOW US:                   sir.drinksalots                   sirdrinksalots

We deliver premium drinks, mixers and cups. 
Stocking a wide range of flavoured spirits, 

Cognacs, whiskeys & champagnes.

We deliver direct to you around the clock 
At  Sir drinksalot’s

We also provide an out of hours service

WE SUPPLY FOR BIRTHDAY PARTIES, 
HOUSE PARTIES, 

WEDDINGS & SPECIAL OCCASIONS

For All Enquires Contact Us:

07931 873130                   

sirdrinksalots1@gmail.com

Belvedere all flavours

Ciroc all flavours

Courvoisier

Remy Martin

Jack Daniels all flavours

Laurent Perrier

Moet Nectar

Prosecco

Magnum bottles

BIRTHDAY PARTIES • PARTIES  
WEDDINGS  • SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Belvedere • Ciroc • Courvoisier  
Remy Martin • Jack Daniels• Laurent Perrier 

Moet Nectar • Prosecco • Magnums

Contact us on: 07931 873130  
sirdrinksalots1@gmail.com

QUOTE CODE DELIVER2U

CHAMPAGNE GIFTS SETS 
AVAILABLE FOR 

VALENTINE’S DAY
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It may be near impossible to stop your little one 
from accumulating all manner of gruesome 
gremlins and vile viruses while at school – unless 

you consider the Jake Gyllenhaal film Bubble Boy 
as a serious parenting option - but you can teach 
them how to prevent the spreading of germs once 
they’ve brought them home.

When it comes to kids, remember that seeing 
is believing. Getting a five-year-old to understand 
that when he or she sneezes a spray of up to 

100,000 bacteria rises in the air at 100mph, is 
not going to be an easy task, so it’s worth 

trying to find a fun way to help them 
understand the basics. 

A good way to do this 
is to prepare some 

hand sanitising gel with edible glitter or lustre dust 
in, then play a game telling them you’ve given 
them the dreaded lurgy (the edible glitter or lustre 
dust). This visual cue will help them appreciate 
how widespread bacteria are, and also means 
that when they wash their hands they must clean 
them really well to be rid of all the edible glitter or 
lustre dust. 

It’s also good to educate your child using books 
and song. A Germ’s Journey by Dr Katie Laird 
and What Are Germs? by Katie Daynes make for 
clever and entertaining reads, while Carex have a 
great selection of hand washing songs you can 
download from their website for free.

Consider too really simple persuasive techniques, 
such as buying a hand soap which smells or looks 
great. 

Finally, gentle reminders can never hurt 
when trying to get your little 

one into a good 

How to stop those nasty viruses that kids pick up at 
school from thriving. 

habit. Teaching 
them to blow their own 

nose properly, wash hands 
frequently and cover their mouth 

when they sneeze will not only save 
the rest of your family from the never-
ending onslaught of illness, it will also 

serve them well in the future. 

BEAT the Bugs 

Average train fares have risen by 25 per cent 
since 2011, meaning the most expensive part of 
your trip to London could be just getting there. 
Fortunately, there are plenty of ways to save. By 
booking in advance (even just the day before) you 
can get money off your train tickets, and if coming 
from further afield you may want to look into split-
ticketing, where you buy two or more tickets for 
different segments of your journey. You may also 
want to invest in a railcard (60 per cent off for 
children on the Family & Friends Railcard) and book 
train tickets with Travelcards included.

Free attractions: 
Possibly one of the best things about our capital is 
that there are loads of fantastic free attractions. The 
Science Museum, the British Museum and the Tate 
Modern are just three fun and fascinating places 
where general entry costs nothing – and there are 
loads more. There is also an abundance of free 

markets like Camden and Borough, not to mention 
London’s many glorious parks.

Hunt out offers: 
For deals on attractions that aren’t free, it’s worth 
scouring the internet for offers. Days Out Guide 
is a handy website that offers two-for-one deals 
on attractions like the London Eye and Madam 
Tussauds. Many places also offer discounts for 
booking ahead and large groups.

Cheap eats: 
The cheapest way to feed your family is to take your 
own lunch, but where’s the fun in that? For a big 
treat, restaurant chains like Pizza Express or Bella 
Italia often have voucher codes on their websites. 
Or for something more authentic, why not head to 
Brick Lane where there is an abundance of fantastic 
street food, world-class bagels and, of course, 
some of the finest Indian cuisine?

HOW TO CONQUER THE CAPITAL FOR JUST £20 A HEAD

LONDON

Plan ahead: 

on a budget
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Hogarth and Lions Wellbeing Hub provides 
support for older people in a welcoming 
environment in which to socialise, make new 
friends and participate in a variety of activities. 
Through activity and participation customers 
can maximise their independence. The Hub has 

the  following in-house 
activities:
l Cooking Sessions
l Beauty Sessions
l Gardening Activities
l Breakfast club
l Bingo
l Pub Quiz

Call us on 01277 223 138 or for more 
information visit www.ecl.org

Hogarth Lions Wellbeing Hub

Lions Wellbeing Hub, Riseway, Ingrave Road, Brentwood, CM15 8BG

Please call the 
centre for pricing 
information.

We also have rooms for hire

	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	  
	  

www.legalmediation.co.uk l  sandy.brown@legalmediation.co.uk

MEDIATION – ALTERNATIVE TO LITIGATION

Sandy Brown is an experienced professional mediator who 
works with individuals and organisations across Essex to fairly 
and effectively resolve family matters (financial or child related), 
workplace issues and or business disputes. Mediation is a cost 
effective way of resolving disputes saving considerable time, 
money and stress for all parties concerned.

Family Mediation l Workplace Mediation l Civil & Commercial Mediation

01277 554046 l  07947 534 756 l   

Call Sandy or visit her website to find out how she can help 
resolve a family, workplace or business dispute.
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James Cameron’s Terminator films envisaged them in a bleak far-
off future, but the notion of killer robots is becoming a key topic 
of conversation among some of the world’s biggest tech brains…

The ‘Campaign to Stop Killer Robots’ may well sound like a bit of a 
joke, but take into account the fact that it’s supported by over 100 of the 
world’s leading robotics engineers – not to mention SpaceX and Tesla 
billionaire Elon Musk – and the situation looks somewhat more serious.
In a letter sent to the United Nations, leaders in the artificial intelligence 
(AI) industry have urged the global organisation to take into account 

the ‘Pandora’s Box’ that the development of ‘lethal autonomous’ 
technology could open and unleash.

While these so-called ‘killer robots’ – defined as fully 
autonomous weapons that can select and engage targets 

without any human intervention – aren’t yet a reality, current technological advances are making them 
very possible in the near future. Musk and his fellow AI innovators want to see these examples of ‘morally 

wrong’ technology banned under the UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons.
And while various reports on the dangers of killer AI have been supported by Stephen 

Hawking, Apple’s Steve Wozniak, and Musk among others, some members of 
the Silicon Valley community appear less concerned. In July, a squabble between 
Musk and Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg hit the headlines, with Zuckerberg 

deeming the warnings against a potential killer robot threat “pretty 
irresponsible” and Musk retorting that the Facebook founder’s 

knowledge on the subject was “limited”.
But in the same month, the Tesla tech-head told a 
gathering of US government figures that they would do 
well to heed his warnings. “I keep sounding the alarm 

bell,” he said. “But until people see robots going down 
the street killing people, they don’t know how to react 

because it seems so ethereal.”

KILLER 
ROBOTS
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DID YOU KNOW...
Many lenders have unique criteria which 
could be just the one you need to secure 
your first home or remortgage...  which 
one is for you?

n Stamp duty for First Time Buyers up 
to £300,000 has been abolished.

n Some professionals can borrow up 
to six times their income if they are a 
higher band earner

n Contractors can obtain mortgages 
based on their day rate if they have 
been in the same field for two years

n Parents can join their children on their 
mortgage for affordability but don’t 

Usha Khokhar
CERT CII (MP)

‘Our business grows from 
referrals. If you have any friends, 
family, colleagues or associates 
who would benefit from our 
services then please feel free 
to contact me’

07738 292420
usha@cooperandparks.co.uk

Visit our website: www.cooperandparks.co.uk

need to be on the deeds... this means 
there is no additional stamp duty to pay 
and also can exit the mortgage without 
any legal costs.

n Some lenders will allow you to use 
one year’s SA302 for lending purposes...

n Contrary to belief... there are lenders 
who will lend if you have adverse credit...

These are just a few tips of 
what the market has available 
today...and as always... clients 
need to meet the criteria set 
out by the lender... but don’t 
delay, call today and see which 
lender fits your situation. 
Call 07738292420 or email 
usha@cooperandparks.co.uk

BOXING CLEVER 
How small retailers are ditching the middle man 

and seeing their businesses thrive.
Your mum’s birthday is coming up and you’re 

all out of ideas. You have neither the time nor the 
mental energy to traipse around the shops, and 
everything being thrown at you through the internet 
seems a bit too lazy. 

Enter the subscription box. Does your dear old 
ma love tea? Well Suki Tea will deliver one box 
containing expertly picked blends, for three months. 
Yes, it will cost you £29.85, but isn’t that a price 
worth paying for a present that keeps on giving?

Alternatively, perhaps she’s more of a G&T gal? 
If so, why not grab BoroughBox’s Craft Gin and 
Tonic box which, for £69.99 (three months), offers 
a boozy gift with tasty nibbles thrown in for good 
measure. 

And these are the tip of the iceberg. Put simply, 
subscription boxes are a fantastic way of giving 

someone you love (or even yourself, ahem) a 
monthly delivery of a lovely treat. Dazzlingly diverse, 
you can buy everything from socks to igneous 
rocks, without the hassle of having to go to the 
shops. 

But subscriptions are not just great for those 
keen to give or receive, they’re actually becoming 
an invaluable extension to the traditional business 
model. By allowing companies to ditch the middle 
man, manufacturers and retailers are able to 
lower prices, while the repeat payment process 
offers greater security, increased knowledge of 
who customers are, and the ability to plan ahead 
with new products and trends. It’s no wonder the 
subscription industry is booming. 

 Take a look online now, broaden your horizons, 
and wait, peering out the window for the delivery 
man’s knock. And yes, before you ask, there’s even 
a subscription box for curtain design.
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Afternoon tea with Twinkle Bear
Shenfield Parish Hall, Hutton Road, 
Brentwood, CM15 8LB
February 4, 2.30pm
Come and join us for afternoon tea with Twinkle 
the Bear. Join us to decorate biscuits and cakes, 
dancing, colouring and a visit from a very special 
bear. 

To purchase tickets visit www.ticketsource.co.uk/
boxoffice/select/iViOcJYGrmKJ

Jordan Marsh and his ‘Mini’ Big Band
Brentwood Theatre, 15 Shenfield Road, 
Brentwood, CM15 8AG
February 17, 8pm 

An evening of piano pounding jump blues, swing, 
jazz and a boogie-woogie.

Jordan Marsh brings his five-piece band to 
Brentwood Theatre for one night only for an evening 
of piano pounding, jump blues, swing, jazz and 
boogie-woogie. Expect to hear a quirky twist on 
well-known songs from artists such as Ray Charles, 
Louis Jordan and Chuck Berry to name but a few.

They’ll also be playing a selection of original 
material from Jordan’s back catalogue.

The band features Zak Barrett, Roberto Manzin, 
Sophie Alloway and Robert Rickenberg – plus 
Jordan on keyboards, naturally.

To buy tickets visit www.brentwood-theatre.co.uk/
event/the-jordan-marsh-band

A Taste of Turkey by Brentwood Chamber of 
Commerce
Pivaz Brentwood, 92 High Street, Brentwood, 
CM14 4AP
February 21, 7pm – 10pm
At the start of the evening, there will be a chance 
for some informal networking at the bar, followed by 
a two-course meal with a wide selection of dishes 
to choose from. Non-members are welcome to join 

us and discover one of the many benefits of 
being a member of Brentwood Chamber of 
Commerce.

Visit www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/a-taste-of-
turkey-tickets-41755277158 for more details. 

The Porridge Country Band
Bardswell Social Club, Weald Road, 
Brentwood, CM14 4TJ
February 24, 7.30pm
Saturday, February 24 sees the return to the 
Bardswell Social Club, Weald Road, Brentwood for 
a country music session of The Porridge Country 
Band. Doors open at 7.30pm. Admission is £5. 

Telephone 01277 214057 or visit www.
thebardswellclub.co.uk for details.

Further details about the band can be found at 
www.struckitrich.co.uk

St Francis Hospice – The Big Yellow Quiz
The Brentwood Centre, Doddinghurst Road, 
Brentwood, CM15 9NN
March 23, quiz begins at 7.30pm

We are excited to announce that The Big Quiz is 
back and so are the Eggheads. 

Put your knowledge to the test with our Big Yellow 
Quiz of the year. If you’re someone who enjoys 
answering questions under pressure then why not 
join more than 750 quizzers and enter a team.

This is a fun-filled quiz, suitable for all abilities, with 
a great incentive round. 

It is £12 per person or £110 for a table of 10. Doors 
open at 6pm and the quiz begins at 7.30pm. 

To book a table visit www.sfh.org.uk/big-yellow-
quiz
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hello@sectorrecruitment.co.uk 
or call us on 01277 245 890

nHorticulture  
and Arboriculture

nWaste and Recycling

n Industrial and  
Warehouse

nFacilities and  
Building Services

nMaintenance Trades

nOffice Support  
and Operations

If you’re looking for a new 
opportunity in the local area and 
want to be considered for future 
vacancies or if you’re a business 
needing help in connecting with 
local talent please get in touch

Sector Recruitment are a Brentwood 
based recruitment consultancy, 
providing temporary, contract and 
permanent opportunities within a 
number of industries

NEW OPPORTUNITY?
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At Any Little Thing Ltd we are very proud of 
ourselves for being passionate about offering 

reliable and trustworthy assistance to those 
in need. No matter what your state of mind or 
abilities, EVERYONE appreciates a helping hand!

We cover a whole multitude of services and our 
team approach is to help where we can, for as long 
as you need us to. 

Our company offer help and assistance with a 
variety of jobs for anyone, including older people 
needing an extra pair of hands, new mums 
struggling to juggle home life, those with mental 
health challenges, for carers or for those that just 
simply struggle to manage their time. 

We can carry out basic gardening, basic cleaning, 
check on your home whilst you are on holiday. We 
can stay in for packages too if you know you will not 
be available for your delivery slot. Other services 
also include, ironing, day trips, accompaniment to 
appointments, picking up prescriptions as well as 
shopping and odd jobs around the house. We can 
also offer dog walking services & can check on any 
other furry friends you may have throughout your 
working day or whilst you are on holiday.

Home Help Service
Providing reliable and trustworthy support

Dog Walking  Cleaning  Shopping 
Heating Meals  Doctors/Hospital Appointments

WE ARE A LOCAL FRIENDLY SERVICE PROVIDING RELIABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY SUPPORT

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR “ANY LITTLE THING” THAT YOU MAY NEED

Call us: 01268 928878  01277 554068

Our staff are fully qualified and caring individuals, 
who are thorough in what they do. This is to ensure 
both the security & the happiness for our clients. 

Pick up the phone today if there are any little 
things you may need help with at home. We would 
be more than happy to offer a free assessment, 
if necessary, as well as our ongoing services once 
needs are confirmed.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Lucy & Lisa 
Directors of Any Little Thing Ltd

Giving you a helping hand

“
“
“

We decided to go with VISION, rather than a leaf let drop, that we would 
usually recycle. VISION is colourful, interesting and light reading, including just the 
right amount of advertising and offers.
We joined from the 1st edition (June 2016) and as well as us using the trades and 

services in there, we have already received a signif icant amount of work, including large 
commercial works. We highly recommend. Thank you Nik!

I took out a 12 month advert in VISIONBrentwood and so far in 3 months I've 
had a lot of work from it. I've used leaflets in the past but never got much out of it 

but this magazine has really worked well me raising my profile in the area. 
Neil (The Gleaming Glass Co)

VISION has made a significant difference to our business. We have seen a 27% increase 
in enquiries from the magazine. VISION handled the adver t design themselves and that made 
everything easier. I could trust them to bring new eyes on our marketing goal and produce a 
professional adver t to generate more leads. We have now managed to increase our occupancy to 
a level we require. I would definitely recommend this magazine to anyone looking to generate 
sales enquiries.     Billericay Self Storage - Ed 

“
“
“

DON’T just take 
vision ’s word for it...

...advertising really does work!
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It must be tough for the folks at the Driver and 
Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA). Not only do 
they shoulder the responsibility of protecting 

us from number plates which could be deemed 
offensive or salacious, they even have to employ 
censors who meet every six months – to coincide 
with the bi-annual release of new numbers – to 
ensure that the more creative motorist doesn’t 
cruise around with ‘PE12 VRT’ emblazoned on 
their Maserati. 

Which is why on August 25, in a bid to get 
ahead of the game, the Swansea-based agency 
released a list of 300 number plates which would 
be banned when the ‘67’ vehicle registrations 
came into effect the following week. Among them 
were the more blatantly offensive configurations 
– like MU67 DER, BU67 GER, DO67 GER, BA67 
ARD, MU67 GER, and HU67 WLY – along with 
more cryptic ones like NO67 DAD, NO67 FUN, 
NO67 MUM and NO67 SON that start with the 
word NO and end with another complete three-
letter word (where the 67 is irrelevant).

The DVLA maintains that it has a responsibility 
to ensure plates do not “cause upset or offence”, 
which is why religious words like JE55US and 
AL14LAH are banned too – although in June the 
agency admitted that JH11 HAD had “slipped 
through the net”. But deciding what can be 
deemed offensive is surely the hardest job of 
all, and in the past AD13 CTS, PR15 SON and 
AL60 POP have all been withheld. One thing’s for 
sure: those poor censors will be putting in some 
serious overtime when the 69 registrations are 
released in 2020…

Understanding the lingo:
• A 6 can look like a ‘G’ or an ‘S’
• A 7 can be read as a ‘T’ or an ‘L’
• The number 67 can be seen by some as an ‘R’

WHY THE DVLA BANNED OVER 300 NUMBER PLATES…

PE12 VRT

MU67 DER

NO67 FUN

JE55US

JH11 HAD

PR15 SON

 NaughtyFROM ACCOUNTANTS 
TO ZUMBA TEACHERS

t: 01277 554045 m: 07860 683239 e: brentwood@visionmag.co.uk 

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE 

£180
For just 

+VAT per year

A
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D BE SEEN BY OVER 15,000 READERS 
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...

ADVERTISE NOW

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
You’ll find them and everything inbetween in... 

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine
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ACROSS
1. Showy (11)
9. Judged (5)
10. Net (anag) (3)
11. In a slow tempo (of music) (5)
12. Speak without preparation (2-3)
13. Made with purpose; planned (8)
16. Sailing vessel (8)
18. Speaks (5)
21. Eighth Greek letter (5)
22. Sphere or globe (3)
23. The Norwegian language (5)
24. Angry dispute (11)

DOWN
2. Return to a former state (7)
3. From beginning to end (7)
4. Indigenous (6)
5. Country in southern Asia (5)
6. Up to the time when (5)
7. Act of saying farewell (11)
8. Inattentive (11)
14. Omen (7)
15. Raging fire (7)    19. Published false statement (5) 
17. ____ acid: lemon juice constituent (6)  20. From that time (5) 
 

did you know
u M&M’s chocolate stands for the 
initials of its inventors Mars and Murrie

u Iceland consumes more Coca Cola 
than any other country

u Nintendo first produced playing 
cards

u Cheerios cereal was originally called 
Cheerioats

u Hilton was the first international hotel 
chain 

u Porsche also builds tractors 

u The first product to have a barcode 
was Wrigley’s gum

u There are 22 stars in the Paramount 
logo

sudoku

4 1
4 6 2

3 5 7
6 4 7
1 8 4

5 9 1
5 7 4
2 8 7
6 3

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10

11

12

13

14 15

16 17

18 19 20

21

22 23

24

Across
1 - Showy (11)

9 - Judged (5)

10 - Net (anag) (3)

11 - In a slow tempo (of music) (5)

12 - Speak without preparation (2-3)

13 - Made with purpose; planned (8)

16 - Sailing vessel (8)

18 - Speaks (5)

21 - Eighth Greek letter (5)

22 - Sphere or globe (3)

23 - The Norwegian language (5)

24 - Angry dispute (11)

Down
2 - Return to a former state (7)

3 - From beginning to end (7)

4 - Indigenous (6)

5 - Country in southern Asia (5)

6 - Up to the time when (5)

7 - Act of saying farewell (11)

8 - Inattentive (11)

14 - Omen (7)

15 - Raging fire (7)

17 - ___ acid: lemon juice constituent (6)

19 - Published false statement (5)

20 - From that time (5)

February 28th • 6:00pm – 9:00pm
FREE ENTRY • BUBBLES & CANAPES • EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS
CALL: 01708 332 897 EMAIL: KATIE@MAYLANDSGOLFCLUB

esseX
C A R  G R O U P

T H E

Browse our selection of luxury cars for sale – Sport’s, 4x4 or 7-Seater. 
Speak to our team of experts today to find out the options available to you

PRESTIGE CARS

Tel: 01277 374679 | 07562 464 585    Email: info@theessexcargroup.com
 TheEssexCarGroup | www.theessexcargroup.co.uk |  @theessexcargroup

SALES & 4x4 SPECIALISTS
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He’s the most decorated player in the history 
of the game, and now former Manchester 
United legend Ryan Giggs is getting 

a chance to make a name for himself on the 
game’s biggest stage – international football – as 
the newly unveiled manager of the Wales national 
team.

When you consider Ryan Giggs’ illustrious 
career on the pitch, it’s almost impossible to 
envisage the Welsh winger in any other colour 
than the red of Manchester United. But until 
the age of 14, Giggs was signed to the youth 
academy of bitter cross-city rivals Manchester 
City – and could well have ended up as a club 
legend in sky blue.

But thankfully for Red Devils fans, Giggs’ switch 
to Old Trafford proved the catalyst for a career 
that seemed to specialise in record-breaking 
achievements. After making his professional 
debut in 1991, Giggs became an integral part 
of the so-called ‘Class of ‘92’, alongside stars 
such as David Beckham, Gary Neville and Paul 
Scholes. 

By 1999, this core of home-grown talent had 
proved crucial to Manchester United’s most 
successful season to date – with Giggs, of 
course, scoring one of the goals of the decade 
with an electric, mazy run against Arsene 
Wenger’s formerly invincible Arsenal. A goal of 
brilliance and perfection not matched by the goal 
celebration.

The treble of Premier League, FA Cup and 
UEFA Champions League victories won that year 
was a first in British footballing history, and also 
an indicator of the rewards Giggs’ future career 
was to hold.

While teammates came and went, Giggs proved 
to be a one-club man through and through. By 
the time of his retirement in 2011, he was United’s 
record appearance maker, having stepped onto 
the pitch a colossal 963 times for the Red Devils. 
Add to that becoming both the club’s and the 
Premier League’s record assist maker, with 
271, his remarkable tally of 13 Premier League 
titles, four FA Cup wins, three 
League Cup win triumphs, 
two UEFA Champions 
League winner medals, a 
FIFA Club World Cup gong, 
Intercontinental and UEFA 
Super Cup success, plus 
nine FA Community Shield 

victories, and Giggs is the most decorated 
individual ever to grace the professional 
pitch.

Much has been made of United’s plight 
since the incredible reign of Sir Alex 
Ferguson came to an end. For his part, 
Giggs remained an important member 
of the club as assistant manager to both 
David Moyes and Louis Van Gaal, who both 
oversaw challenging transitions at Old Trafford. 
There was even a brief taste of the top job too, 
before current incumbent Jose Mourinho came 
to the Theatre of Dreams with his own tried and 
tested backroom staff.

In the meantime, the Welshman has busied 
himself in the world of business – most notably 
alongside Gary Neville with a Manchester-based 
hospitality company, and as a part-owner of 
ambitious National League North team Salford 
City. 

Thoughts of management were clearly never far 
from his mind though, and the former captain’s 
ambitions of taking up a permanent spot in the 
dugout were finally realised recently when he was 
named as the new manager of the Welsh national 
team, for whom he appeared 64 times. As 
successor to Chris Coleman, who guided Wales 
to the semi-finals of Euro 2016, Giggs already 

has some large boots to 
fill. But if successful, 

surely a return to 
the Old Trafford 
managerial set-
up won’t be far 
from his mind.
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
AND SALES

Tel: 0800 9 239 239
or 01277 785013

www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

Need a repair today?
Local Friendly 

Professional Service

Fixed labour charges and full safety tests on all repairs
NEW APPLIANCES IN STOCK AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers

Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

YOUR LOCAL MOBILE LOCKSMITHS

Around The Clock locks Ltd, 45 Elms Farm road, Hornchurch Essex RM12 5RH

01708 453 168

ATCL 
LOCKSMITHS 
24 Hr Emergency Service

WWW.ATCL.CO.UK
01708 453 168

• UPVC & COMPOSITE DOOR LOCK MECHANISMS  
• 3 STAR INSURANCE APPROVED BREAK SECURE CYLINDERS 
• MUL-T-LOCK KEYS 
• SAFES 
• SECURITY GRILLS & GATES 
• INSURANCE APPROVED FRONT DOORS 
• ALL LOCKS CHANGED 
• ALL LOCKS OPENED & REPLACED

Your Local Locksmiths

•FREE CALL OUT
•OAP DISCOUNT

Around The Clock Locks Ltd, 45 Elms Farm Road, Hornchurch Essex RM12 5RH

CALL US ON
01277 554 043
01708 453 168
07968 940 678

•  UPVC & COMPOSITE DOOR  
LOCK MECHANISMS

•  3 STAR INSURANCE APPROVED  
BREAK SECURE CYLINDERS

• MUL-T-LOCK KEYS
• SAFES
• SECURITY GRILLS & GATES
•  INSURANCE APPROVED  

FRONT DOORS
• ALL LOCKS CHANGED
•  ALL LOCKS OPENED  

& REPLACED

ATCL
LOCKSMITHS

FREE CALL OUT
OAP DISCOUNT

 Boiler Breakdown Service 
 Boiler Repair & Installation 
 Heating Maintenance 
 All Plumbing Requirements
 Powerflushing
 All Work Guaranteed 
 Gas Safe Engineers

We pride ourselves on giving you the highest standard  
of workmanship all all times, at affordable prices

www.firstcallgasservices.co.uk
For a FREE No Obligation Quotation

CALL 01277 562075

Call us 24 hrs a day for any emergency call out

Matthew Williams
07971 270 674 
01277 554 048

SCAFFOLDING 
FOR ALL 
OF YOUR 
RESIDENTIAL, 
INDUSTRIAL 
OR COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY NEEDS

info@mwilliamsscaffolding.co.uk
www.mwilliamsscaffolding.co.uk 

COVERING ALL OF LONDON, ESSEX, HERTS & KENT

Call our Daddy 
for a quote!

PARKER
ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS

JOE: 07737 447 302
pesolutions@hotmail.com

 Fuse Board upgrades 

 Fault finding and Repairs

 Kitchen/Bathroom electrics

 Inspections and testing

 Appliance installation/showers/cookers

 Full Re wires 

 Extra sockets and lighting 

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Tel: 01277 260204 n M: 07739 207726
email: rjevansroofing@sky.com

www: rjevansroofing.co.uk

THE FLAT ROOFING 
SPECIALIST

n 3 LAYER FELT n MASTIC ASPHALT 
n  FIBREGLASS ROOFING (GRP) 

n  LIQUID COATINGS 
n  SINGLE PLY/RUBBER ROOFING
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ACCOUNTANT

THE LOW TAX GROUP
Accountants & tax Advisors specialising in business start 
ups, payroll, self assessment, personal tax planning, 
bookkeeping and much more Call us on 01277 314000

BATHROOMS & KITCHENS 

BROADWAY KITCHENS
Manufacturer of luxury bespoke kitchens. Visit our 
Brentwood, Essex showroom to see and feel the quality or 
Call to discuss your project on 01277 212221

TEDDYS
Kitchens, Bathrooms, Bedrooms, Tiles, Carpets, extensions 
for a FREE no obligation design and quotation call 01277 
350999 | 01277 350800 

BEAUTY

HARMONY BEAUTY
The place for everything beauty in Essex from eye lashes, 
nails, facial and body treatments. Call 01277 375751
3 Hatch Road, Brentwood, CM15 9PU

BEDROOM & WARDROBE DESIGN

SLIDE ROBES
Fitted wardrobes, Sliding Wardrobes, Wardrobe interiors, free 
at home design, most popular styles, 0% finance available. 
Call us on 01268 531144 or visit our Basildon showroom

BUILDING SERVICES

TIMMINS PROPERTY SERVICES
From the smallest job to the largest high profile project, 
FREE estimates with no obligation. Emergency 24hr service. 
Call us on 01277 810 005 or email t-p-s-l@btconnect.com

M WILLIAMS SCAFFOLDING
Scaffolding for all of your residential, industrial or commercial 
property needs. Contact Matthew Williams 07971 270 674 
or email info@mwilliamsscaffolding.co.uk

RJ EVANS ROOFING
Local Brentwood based Flat Roofing Specialists. Call 
today on 01277 260204 | 07739 207726 or email us 
rjevansroofing@sky.com

CARPET & FLOORING SPECIALISTS

WEST ONE WOOD FLOORING
Manufacturing, Installation, Restoration. Competitively 
priced call us on 01277 630837 or visit us at 5 The Walk, 
Billericay, CM12 9YB

DOG & CAT GROOMING

WAGNIFICENT
54 Hutton Road, Shenfield, CM15 8LB - Puppy packages, 
Luxury bath & blowdry, nail clipping & Full Grooms - book 
online wagnificent.co.uk or call 07935 544063

DOMESTIC & KITCHEN APPLIANCE REPAIRS

SPIN DOCTOR
We repair all makes and models, Washing Machines, 
Tumble Dryers, Dishwashers and other household goods. 
Call us on 01277 785013

ELECTRICIAN

PARKERS ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS
No Job Too Small, Kitchen/Bathroom electrics, Inspections 
& Testing, Friendly reliable and fully insured contact Joe 
today on 07737 447302 or email pesolutions@hotmail.com

FINANCIAL SERVICES

COVERSURE INSURANCE BRENTWOOD
Property insurance for Landlords & Commercial Insurance 
specialists contact us today on 01277 295504 or email 
brentwood@coversure.co.uk 

USHA KHOKHAR
For mortgage and financial guidance, life insurance and 
building and contents insurance. Call me today on 07738 
292420 or email me usha@cooperandparks.co.uk

LEGAL MEDIATION
Sandy Brown can help you with  Family Mediation - 
Workplace Mediation - Civil & Commercial Mediation. 07947 
534756 or email sandy.brown@legalmediation.co.uk

FIREPLACE & CHIMNEY SERVICES

PHOENIX FIREPLACES
Modern or traditional designed fireplaces that bring 
warmth and style to your home. Visit our showroom 
Battlesbridge,Essex, SS11 7RJ -phoenix-fireplaces.co.uk

FLORIST

BLOOMIN JACKS
Wedding & funeral Specialists, flowers, gifts and homeware. 
Contact us on 01277 202727 or email info@bloominjacks.
co.uk 24 Crown Street, Brentwood, CM14 4BA

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
GARDEN SERVICES

GREEN THUMB
Lawn Treatment service, if you have been thinking about 
enjoying a great lawn this year - Simply call 01277 352236 
or visit greenthumb.co.uk

TREES PLUS
For both commercial and domestic customers - Tree 
Surgeons,  Hedge Cutting, Site Clearance. FREE estimates 
and advice. Call 01277 352033

GAS & HEATING ENGINEER

FIRST CALL GAS SERVICES
Local Brentwood based Plumbers and Gas safe Engineers 
available 24 hours a day all work guarenteed. Call today for 
a free no obligation quote 01277 562075

HEALTH & WELLBEING

WPA - NEAL PARMAR
Quality Health Insurance - contact Neal Parmar on 07803 
565135 For Individuals and families, the self-employed, 
professionals and companies of all sizes

ESSEX PRIVATE DOCTORS
Visit Dr Kannan Athreya & Dr Alice Scott Contact us now to 
book an appointment 01277 201001 First Floor, 40 Hutton 
Road CM15 8LB

HARROW DENTAL PRACTICE
Offering a wide variety of treatments, Harrow Dental Practice 
provide NHS & Private quality dental treatment at a central 
location in Hornchurch. 01708 479717

ARLETTE ANFIELD 
Counselling & Therapy in Brentwood - Helping you with 
stress, anxiety, and bereavement. Call me today on 07766 
592434 or visit arletteanfieldcounselling.co.uk

THE CHANGE AGENCY
Personal Development, Coaching, Therapy. Contact David 
Cotterill on 07841 437951 or hatsofftochange@gmail.com | 
website www.thechangeagency.life

JEWELLERY REPAIRS

BRENTWOOD JEWELLERS
In-house workshop for all Jewellery repairs and remodelling, 
exceptional service and craftsmanship. Call Robert on 
01277 227401 | 87 High Street, Brentwood, CM14 4RR

LOCKSMITH & SECURITY

ATCL LOCKSMITHS
Your local Mobile Locksmiths. All locks changed and all 
locks opened and replaced. Free Call out and OAP discount 
contact us on 01277 554043 or 07968 940678

MARKETING SERVICES

DIGITAL ESSEX
Local Essex based Digital Marketing company, Business 
Online Marketing Specialists, Rebranding, Social media, 
Contact Dan on 07889 681395

PHOTOGRAPHER

GAVIN WOOLLARD PHOTOGRAPHY
Former Buckingham Palace official photographer - Family 
portraits, headshots, weddings, corporate events. Call  
01245 421224 or email gavinwoollard@gmail.com

SHUTTERS & BLINDS

STYLEHOUSE SHUTTERS
Bespoke Window Shutters both stylish and practical that 
are Hand Crafted. Free no obligation quote 07962 356184 
or email hello@stylehouseshutters.co.uk

JUST SHUTTERS
Beautiful plantation shutters made to measure for your 
home. Your local shutter expert. Call 01245 200 917 or visit 
www.justshutters.co.uk for more information

STORAGE

BILLERICAY SELF-STORAGE
Billericay Self Storage is a self storage facility for residential 
and commercial purposes, Short and Long term rent. Flexible.  
01277 525430 Radford Crescent Billericay CM12 0DP

TV AERIAL & SATELLITE SERVICES

ANDYS AERIALS
Family Run Business, Trading standards approved. Aerial & 
satellite repairs, extra tv points, Tv wall mounting,  Call Andy 
on 07916 305977 or email andys@andysaerials.com

WINDOWS & DOORS

CLOUDY 2 CLEAR
Broken or Damaged Windows, Faulty locks, handles, hinges 
repaired and replaced. Which? Trusted Trader call us today 
on 0800 6121 118 

DISCLAIMER:  VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any products, 
information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other information or offer 
in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the individual authors and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of  VISION. 

ADVERTISE NOW

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE V I S I O N  LISTINGS...CALL 01277 554045 TODAY

£180for just +VAT per year

JOIN THE LISTINGS... 
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Call us on 01277 210029
89 High Street, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4RR

(Next to HSBC Bank)

OPEN 7 DAYS


